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ABSTRACT
With the world leaping into the digital era, more and more industries shifted online,
targeting users dependent on the online platforms for almost the majority of their days. As a
result, advertisements have shifted online and targeted their audience through personalized
messages and content. While personalized ads came in with their benefits, they have also
emerged with highly controversial issues such as intrusiveness, ad clutter, and more, resulting in
more people avoiding or even blocking the ads. This study examines the usage of ad blockers
concerning personalized advertisements. The area of research is looked at from 3 different
perspectives: users, advertising professionals, and professionals from ad blocker companies. In
terms of the users, the research study examined users' perceived threats and benefits of targeted
ads, their attitude toward targeted ads, ad avoidance and usage of ad blockers. Three moderating
variables were adopted in the current study, which are demographics, ad type, and device type, to
examine whether the variables impact the relationship between the attitude towards personalized
ads and ad avoidance tendency and ad blockers usage. As for the advertising professionals, the
study aimed to examine the industry's awareness on users' concerns about personalized ads,
explain the impact of ad blockers usage on the industry and the preventative measures taken to
counteract the usage of ad blockers. Finally, a further dimension sought to explain the perception
of professionals from ad blocker companies of personalized ads and forecast ad blockers' future.
In order to research the objectives of the study, mixed research methodologies of
qualitative and quantitative were used. Using convenience sampling, a survey was conducted on
477 respondents to examine users' perceptions and motives for using ad blockers on targeted
online ads. Usage of simple linear regression was used to analyze further and explain the
relationship between the variables. On the other hand, in-depth interviews were done with ten
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advertising professionals and three professionals from ad blocker companies to examine the
research objectives further. The findings have shown a statistical significance between perceived
benefits and threats with the attitude towards advertising, the attitude and ad avoidance tendency,
and ad avoidance and ad blocker usage. Furthermore, as a moderating variable, the device type
has been shown to positively impact the relationship between attitude towards personalized and
ad avoidance tendency, whereas gender has shown to positively impact the relationship between
attitude towards personalized advertisements and ad blockers usage.

KEYWORDS: Online Advertising, Personalized Advertising, Targeted Advertising, Ad
Blockers, Ad Blocking, Ad Avoidance
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
1.1 Artificial Intelligence & Big Data
The process of understanding the consumer's journey is complex. Advancements in Big
Data Analytics, Machine Learning, and Artificial Intelligence strongly contribute to how
companies engage and communicate with their target audience. It has become necessary to make
use of an endless amount of collected data from users that keep on growing "in terms of its
volume, velocity, variety, variability, veracity, visualization, and value." (Kietzmann, Paschen &
Treen, 2018). As a result, the advertising industry has become more digitized and dependent on
data-driven, continuously updated through online digital touchpoints. Today, a massive amount
of data is collected and saved with the hope of making use of such information in the future.
Artificial intelligence has helped advertisers convert this massive amount of data into valuable
consumer insights, allowing advertisers to be more effective at understanding and reaching
consumers at various stages of the consumer journey (Petro, 2018). According to McKinsey &
Company (2020), Artificial Intelligence has been a fundamental tool in increasing revenues for
companies and organizations with around 20 percent or even more. In addition to Statista (2019),
Artificial Intelligence has shown tremendous growth by 154 percent while working its way into
industries (Statista, 2019). As such, digital advertisers have taken advantage of integrating
Artificial Intelligence in the industry across various facets of their online campaigns, yet with
careful consideration and bearing in mind that the integration of Artificial Intelligence is not
aiming to take over or replace human beings' capabilities. Artificial Intelligence has stepped into
the field of advertising to reshape it into making it an easier, cleverer, and more efficient field.
Allouche (2014) elaborated that integrating the use of Big Data into advertising will leverage that
data into innovative and creative advertising approaches. Even Chen, Chiang, and Storey (2012)
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explained that the concept of "Big Data" needs to shift towards "Data Impact" and benefit from
the considerable amount of data collected.

1.2 Shifting from Offline to Online Advertising
1.2.1 The Concept of Online Advertising
Online

advertising

first emerged

through a

banner advertisement in

1994

(Liu-Thompkins, 2018). As the world advances through technology, online advertisement has
started taking different forms from regular banner ads, websites, and directory listings
(Liu-Thompkin, 2018). Online advertising has started emerging in various forms such as
advergames, social media, mobile, and personalized or targeted advertising. Zenith has estimated
an increase of 25% in digital advertising in 2021 and expects a 14% growth in online advertising
by 2022. This does not mean that online advertising has replaced offline advertising, but online
and offline marketing methods have been utilized together (AdNews, 2017). Previous research
has suggested that combining offline and online approaches is significantly better than one
advertising approach (in Lesscher, Lobschat, and Verhoef, 2021). According to Statista (2021),
more than 830 billion dollars will be spent on all types of advertisements in 2021. A significant
number of advertisers continue to distribute their marketing budgets across both online and
offline advertising (AdWeek, 2018), resulting in more effectiveness of offline advertising "of
strong practical interest" (Lesscher, Lobschat, and Verhoef, 2021).
In 2002, Goldsmith and Lafferty surveyed 329 undergraduate students to assess the
effectiveness of online advertising. The study has shown both positive and negative perceptions.
However, it was noticeable that the majority viewed information and knowledge on brands and
products as one of the main objectives of viewing online advertisements (Lim, Lau, and Yap,
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2011). Moreover, Calisir (2003) discovered that while online advertisements played a minor role
in improving brand image, they were regarded as a reliable source of information and less
irritating than traditional forms of media such as television and radio. According to Mustafi
(2020), customers await advertisements because of their interest in gaining information on
specific products or services.

1.2.2 Personalized Online Advertising
The industry has shown that personalized advertising (also called targeted advertising or
behavioral advertising) creates more relevant and efficient advertisements, thus boosting the
effects of the ads on its target audience (Chen and Jan, 2014). Personalized advertising has been
defined as delivering the right content to the right person at the right time (Miia and Dong,
2019). The targeted advertising concept shifts from mass advertising to individualized,
personalized preferences. It revolves around individual communication, allowing companies,
agencies, and advertisers to iterate messages based on consumers' needs, interests, and behavior
(Kumar and Gupta 2016; Schultz 2016; Rust 2016). The messages are based on individuals'
information, such as consumers' names, purchasing history, demographics, psychographics,
location, and individual interests. This approach has enabled marketers to communicate
one-to-one with individuals rather than larger groups or communities. However, since the rise of
personalized advertising, some have unwelcome the concept, and consumers have been skeptical
about it. While personalized advertising has provided tremendous benefits to companies and
advertisers, consumers often opt to use various advertising avoidance tools, such as blocking
online advertisements or subscribing to do-not-call or do-not-mail, because of depicting those
kinds of advertisements as intrusive and unwelcome.
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1.3 The Use of Ad Blockers
As indicated in its name, an ad blocker is a technology that helps block online
advertisements before the browser loads them. In short, ad blockers prevent the showing of ads
on the screen. There are several types of ad blockers, but the widely known ones are the browser
extensions for Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox. Aasted Sorensen created the first ad blocker
extension in 2002, and since 2009 they have dramatically spread in popularity (Rudneva, 2017).
Today, more than 615 million users actively seek ad blockers on both web and mobile devices
(Rudneva, 2017).
With the high use and dependency on targeted advertisements, consumers had to seek a
way to avoid online advertisements they were skeptical of. According to Robinson and Toulititsis
(2012), online advertising has been on the top list for being avoided by consumers. As more
consumers became more aware of how personalized advertisements are conducted, they were
worried about invasion of privacy and intrusion, therefore avoiding online advertising in all its
shapes and forms. According to Bauer and Greyser (1968), advertisements showed that
consumers enjoyed informative and valuable content and disregarded advertisements that
persuaded them to buy products. This indicates that in Today's digitized world, consumers are
more likely to block online advertisements because of the feeling of irritation it brings to them.
The form of irritation comes in many forms, such as excessiveness, duration, or even the content
itself. However, other consumers were excited about personalized advertisements because of
their disinterest in irrelevant content. Nevertheless, privacy concerns played a crucial role in
avoiding targeted advertisements.
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1.4 Effects of Ad Blocker Usage on the Advertising Industry
Estrada-Jiménez, Parra-Arnau, Rodríguez-Hoyos & Forné (2017) examined the mobile
advertising industry and explained that it developed into an ecosystem filled with several players.
As shown in Figure 1, the advertisers and publishers serve as the leading players within the
ecosystem. One one hand, the advertisers, or demand side, seek to sell their products or services
(Estrada-Jiménez, Parra-Arnau, Rodríguez-Hoyos & Forné, 2017). Online advertisements may
range from sales conversion, and subscriptions to brand awareness and lead generation
(Estrada-Jiménez, Parra-Arnau, Rodríguez-Hoyos & Forné, 2017). On the other hand, stands the
publishers or the supply side. Publishers seek to attract advertisers through their creative and
high-quality content (Estrada-Jiménez, Parra-Arnau, Rodríguez-Hoyos & Forné, 2017). Today,
this ecosystem evolved to allow programmatic buying and selling of advertising exchange
(Rudneva, 2017). Millions of companies participate in the auction, analyze user data, buy and
sell advertisements, and develop the ecosystem in a more personalized setting (Rudneva, 2017).

Figure 1 - The Scheme of Advertising Ecosystem
Source: Estrada-Jiménez, Parra-Arnau, Rodríguez-Hoyos & Forné (2017)
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As a result, Rudneva (2017) examined the impact of ad blocker usage on the mobile
advertising industry, reactions of the industry to the increasing use of ad blockers, and the
willingness of advertisers to counteract ad blocker tools. Rudneva (2017) has elaborated that the
mobile advertising industry has viewed ad-block usage as a threat to their work and revenues,
leading to work instability. Other advertisers target advertisements using whitelisted tools such as
Google and Facebook to avoid the ad-block influence and stabilize their work (Rudneva, 2017).
According to Rudneva (2017), it still seems unclear how the advertising industry would
personalize advertisements while minimizing the impact of ad blockers. The growth of ad
blockers has tremendously impacted the advertising industry and caused severe damage to the
revenues of the advertising firms (Tebyanian, 2019). According to PageFair (2017), 18% of
North American citizens and 20% of Western Europeans blocked online advertisements from
over 615 million devices running ad blocking tools. In his research, Maamoun (2018) explains
that the effectiveness of ads will remain in constant decline with the increasing usage of ad
blockers, resulting in decreasing the amount spent on online advertising.
However, Bechir (2021) pointed out that ad blockers could positively impact
advertisements campaigns and make them more efficient. He elaborated that ad blockers allow
advertisers to understand which advertisements are filtered out, unwanted, and blocked, thus
allowing advertisers to understand user insights and know which personalized advertisements are
more interesting for users. Furthermore, Bechir (2021) elaborated that the high use of ad blockers
will reduce ad spending for marketers to expand their reach through targeted advertisements.
While several advertisers were surprised by the initial use of ad blockers, the effect of ad
blockers seemed to be minimal and not challenging to fix (Flanagan, 2021). Moreover, Google
has launched a blocking extension that blocks low-quality ads, including pop-ups, banners, large
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animated ads, and others, from appearing on websites (Murphy, 2018). This results in a better
overall user experience, and therefore, users are more likely to disable ad blockers and engage
with brands (Flanagan, 2021). In the long term, advertisers’ revenues will rise in a better quality
environment (Flanagan, 2021).

1.5 Significance of the Study
The skyrocketing usage of ad blockers sparks the thought of whether personalized
advertising can grow at the same pace as before or not. As shown in Figure 2, the main players
involved in the loop are users, advertisers, and ad blocker companies. While users remain using
ad blocker software against targeted advertisements, advertisers seem to countermeasure the use
of ad blockers through several approaches and encourage users to decrease the usage of ad
blockers.

Figure 2 - Framework of Ad Blockers Players
Source: Ali, 2022
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However, ad blocker softwares evolves daily to counteract the concept of personalized
advertisements and reduce the risks perceived by users. As a result, it is crucial to understand the
usage of ad blockers from the perspective of the three main players in the ad-blocking
phenomenon. Therefore, the objectives of this study is as follows:
● First, this study aims to understand the users’ perceived benefits of ad acceptance
and perceived threats of ad avoidance and the motivations for increased usage of
ad blockers.
● Second, this study will examine the effects of ad blockers on targeted
advertisements' performance and revenue and seeks to understand the
characteristics of targeted ads that would not need to be blocked. The study also
seeks to answer an essential question of whether ad blockers will trigger
innovation and allow personalized advertising to step onto a new level or not.
● Finally, no previous studies have examined the concept of ad blockers from the
side of the ad blocker companies. As a result, this study also seeks to understand
the main motives and benefits of developing ad blocker software.
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Attitudes Toward Personalized Advertising
Back in time, Ducoffe (1996) discovered that information and entertainment were
the top vital factors of the value of online advertising. It was found to have a positive relationship
between advertising value provided and online advertising (Nasir, 2011). Even Briggs and Hollis
(1997) have discovered that the content of an advertisement can positively impact a customer's
purchasing behavior. Even in research done by Schlosser et al. (1999), it was found that
consumers' attitudes toward online advertising were generally positive. However, Gordon and De
Lima-Turner (1997) have found out based on a study that consumers, in fact, prefer if these
advertisements were more targeted although they accept the mass targeted advertisements.
Korgaonkar and Wolin (2002) also have found out that the more users surf online, the more
likely they build a positive attitude towards online advertisements. Artificial Intelligence and
Machine Learning helped target specific online advertisements as the world became more
digitized, but negative attitudes towards online advertisements have started to appear. Today and
even triple the number of people spending more time online, resulting in targeted advertising
multiplied in popularity even more. Therefore, it is essential to understand the consumers'
attitudes toward personalized advertising.
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Figure 3 - Personalized Advertising Reactance Model
Source: Brinson, Eastin and Cicchirillo, 2018

However, as users started being exposed to target-specific advertisements, it was unclear
why users began avoiding them. It was, therefore, crucial to understand the factors playing in
either liking or avoiding online advertisements. According to Figure 3, Brinson, Eastin and
Cicchirillo (2018) found that users' attitudes toward personalized advertisements are formulated
based on the perceived threats and benefits. They have introduced factors contributing to the
attitudes toward online advertisements, where the cognitive and affective attitudes result in
behavioral attitudes. Brinson, Eastin and Cicchirillo (2018) have defined cognitive and affective
attitudes relevant to people's interactivity and trust towards personalized advertising. It is
believed that involvement and interactivity occur only when users are willingly exposed to
online advertisements. Moreover, Brinson, Eastin and Cicchirillo (2018) have researched the
relation

among

beliefs,

attitudes,

and

behavior.

The

interchangeability

and

the

interconnectedness of cognitive, affective, and behavioral attitudes are impacted by the perceived
benefits and threats of personalized advertising.
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2.2 Perceived Benefits

Figure 4 - Online Behavioral Advertising (OBA) Conceptual Framework
Source: Aiolfi, Bellini, and Pellegrini, 2021

2.2.1 Perceived Relevance
According to Figure 4, perceived personalization has been found to produce a positive
attitude towards online advertising and, as a result, would encourage click rates and purchasing
intentions (Aiolfi, Bellini, and Pellegrini, 2021). Users who viewed personalized advertisements
as helpful in the context of the advertisement are also considered relevant and convenient to
themselves (Aiolfi, Bellini, and Pellegrini, 2021). According to Vesanen (2007), it has been
found that the higher the relevance of an advertisement, it leads to better communication,
services, and products because it focuses on consumers needs (Orfanidou, Karppinen and Idberg,
2021), thus producing a more favorable and positive response toward personalization. Previous
research has also indicated that perceived relevance leads to a positive response from customers
(Orfanidou, Karppinen and Idberg, 2021) and therefore develop positive evaluations (Kim and
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Huh, 2017; Strycharz et al., 2019). Consumers have expressed concern regarding online
advertisements that showed little to no relevance, and without personalization, they would be
exposed to advertisements of interest (Van den Broeck et al., 2020). Therefore, targeted
advertisements perceived as relevant are expected to correspond with the consumers' needs and
interests.

2.2.2 Perceived Usefulness
2.2.2.1 Convenience
In addition, Figure 4 has found that consumers viewed targeted advertisements as
convenient (Aiolfi, Bellini, and Pellegrini, 2021). Because customers are becoming increasingly
technology-dependent, they require immediate, convenient, rapid, and personalized rewards for
their interests (Aiolfi, Bellini, and Pellegrini, 2021; Kumar et al., 2021). Strycharz et al. (2019)
has further elaborated that personalized advertisements perceived as convenient benefit
consumers in producing effortless purchasing decisions online. It serves consumers as a reminder
to purchase a product or a service. Personalization allows advertisers and marketers to dig deeper
into the needs and interests of consumers, producing a more positive and convenient experience
(Kumar et al., 2021). Recent research has found that targeted advertising focuses on trait-based
personalization (Winter et al., 2021). To exemplify, an extrovert and advantageous person would
be exposed to advertisements that revolve around novel features of a product, whereas an
introverted person would be exposed to an advertisement focusing on traditional features of a
product (Winter et al., 2021). Such an approach in customization produces a more accurate
impact and increases click-through rates and purchases (Boerman et al., 2017).
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2.2.2.2 Entertainment
Entertainment is another crucial factor contributing to shaping positive attitudes on
personalized advertisements. Ducoffe (1995) explained advertising entertainment as entertaining,
enjoyable, fun, and pleasing content to develop exciting consumers' opinions toward
advertisements (Wang and Wen, 2017). Mustafi (2020) further elaborated that people often
expect advertisements to be more entertaining than product placement. Ducoffe (1996) found out
that advertisements have been more entertaining to users convenient with online usage whereas
less entertaining to those who are less convenient with online surfing (Mustafi, 2020). To
exemplify, Facebook advertisements are linked to users' attitudes and perceptions toward the
platform itself (Mustafi, 2020). A study based on Jordanian consumers found that advertisers
created advertisements that are fun and exciting to reflect the users' attitudes towards the
platform (Alsamydai and Khasawneh, 2013).

2.2.2.3 Timely Advertising
Another perceived benefit of personalized advertising is that it provides consumers with
timely advertising. According to OECD (2019), personalized advertising provides consumers
with the privilege of well-targeted advertising with minimal or no search effort. When consumers
view personalized advertisements based on their previous search activities, this reduces
searching costs and the need to "undertake more extensive searches online" (OECD, 2019).
Moreover, providing timely personalized advertisements provides consumers with the privilege
of highlighting offers and exclusive discounts on specific products or services that may not have
been noticeable otherwise (OECD, 2019). As a result, timely personalized advertisements allow
users to stay up-to-date with the market and be aware of the latest offers at a relatively meager
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price. Based on research done by Rakuten Marketing (2017), it was found that consumers
develop a positive attitude toward timely personalized advertising and appreciate the benefits
provided by them. According to a survey conducted by Rakuten Marketing (2017), it showed
that 70% of consumers appreciated the benefits resulting from timely targeted advertising
because it keeps them aware of discounts and special offers.
Moreover, PwC (2017) found out that around 59% of the consumers preferred real-time
offers personalized towards their needs and interests. Another survey conducted by Choozle in
2017 showed that consumers preferred advertisements that exposed them to timely, new products
and services tailored specifically to their interests. Respondents elaborated that the benefits of
timely personalized advertisements allowed them to save money because of being updated with
real-time information on discounts and offers (Choozle, 2017). Furthermore, a survey conducted
in the US on 1500 respondents showed that timely targeted advertisements increased brand
sentiment for 88% and purchase intentions for 78% for consumers (OneSpot, 2016).

2.2.3 Perceived Credibility
2.2.3.1 Transparency and Credibility
With increasing concerns about privacy and intrusiveness, Figure 4 showed that users
have demanded transparency for personalized advertising to gain credibility, and users can trust
those advertisements (Aiolfi, Bellini, and Pellegrini, 2021). Transparency has grown in
popularity within the past few years (Deloitte, 2018). According to Zimand-Sheiner et al. (2019),
advertising credibility significantly enhances brand image and corporate credibility. Advertising
credibility is defined as "the extent to which consumers perceive the message in the advertising
to be believable, and based largely on the trust a consumer places in the source of the particular
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advertising" (Zimand-Sheiner et al., 2019). The definition connotes the balance between
subjective and objective components of consumers' beliefs regarding advertisements and results
in attitudes and behaviors (Hussein et al., 2020). As cited in Hussein et al. (2020), higher
advertising credibility boosts positive responses and develops audience trust, whereas
advertisements with a low level of credibility fail to achieve persuasive influences and are mostly
avoided by the target audience. Users' trust is associated with positive attitudes of safety and
reliability, thus promoting a willingness to engage with personalized advertising (Kim, Barasz,
and John, 2019). Accordingly, many websites have been activating AdChoices, a blue icon that
shows on advertisements and indicates that this advertisement is targeted based on users'
characteristics and behaviors (Ad Choices, 2022; Kim, Barasz and John, 2019).

2.2.3.2 Trust in Advertiser and Brand Trust
Research has shown that trust in advertisers develops a favorable and more acceptable
perception of personalized advertising (Boerman et al., 2017). Even Bleier and Eisenbeiss (2015)
noted that the more trusted brands and companies receive a more favorable response in relevance
to targeted advertisements because of increasing their perceived usefulness in their
advertisements that reflect consumers' needs. In fact, brand trust serves as the base to consumers'
decisions on purchasing intentions, especially when those brands have the power to persuade
consumers that their collected data is in safe hands and results in lowering concerns about
privacy (Bleier and Eisenbeiss, 2015). Perceived credibility and transparency help foster brand
trustworthiness primarily through online platforms. Pintado, Sanchez, Carcelén, & Alameda
(2017) indicated that having a powerful brand trust on online platforms is solid competitive edge
brands aim to acquire. According to Tatar & Eren-Erdoğmuş (2016), brand trust revolves around
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focusing on the desires and needs of the consumers. Therefore, it is influenced by the
communication and proper utilization of personalized advertising (Schivinski & Dabrowski,
2016). As discussed earlier, many platforms have added a label or message signaling that their
website is involved in a program that protects the users' rights (Boerman et al., 2017). Therefore,
concerns about privacy decrease, and trustworthiness regarding the brand increases, leading to a
more positive attitude and behavior (Boerman et al., 2017).

2.3 Perceived Threats

Figure 5 - Integrated Model of the Four Independent Variables of Advertising Avoidance
Source: Karageorgos and Zhang, 2018

2.3.1 Perceived Goal Impediment
As shown in Figure 5, Karageorgos and Zhang (2018) found that goal impediment is one
of the reasons consumers develop negative attitudes toward targeted advertising. They defined
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that goal impediment is perceived as one's goal while surfing the internet cannot be completed
because of personalized advertising. Users are more likely to be goal-directed while utilizing the
internet. Therefore, compared to traditional media advertisements, personalized advertising is
seen as intrusive, distracting, and irritating while using the internet (Karageorgos and Zhang,
2018). As consumers are interrupted from completing their goals on the internet, they develop
undesirable and negative attitudes towards targeted advertising.
According to previous studies, it was found that negative perception towards personalized
advertising resulting in search hindrance, distraction, and irritation will eventually lead to
ignoring any targeted advertising (cognitive), hate personalized advertising (affective), and, as a
result, lead to avoiding those type of ads (Li and Huang, 2016). Moreover, users may disregard
the advertisement targeted to them if the content is irrelevant to the webpage they are browsing
at the moment (Li and Huang, 2016). To exemplify, social networking sites, such as Facebook,
are often utilized in the sense of networking, socializing, and connecting with relatives and
friends. Users are likely to avoid advertising on the platform because of being perceived as an
interruption to their goals (Ferreira et al., 2017).
Users also portray goal-impeding online advertisements on social media platforms as
excessive and cluttered. As cited in Ferreira et al. (2017), Guardia and Lopez (2014) explained
that users who view ads as clutter also develop an ad avoidance attitude. Advertising content that
outweighs users' acceptance level is perceived as clutter and leads to negative attitudes toward
personalized advertising due to excessive irritation and disruption (Ferreira et al., 2017). As a
result, consumers will perceive excessive online advertisements as clutter interferences
preventing them from their goals and affecting their overall experience on social media platforms
(Ferreira et al., 2017). In line with what Cho and Cheon found in 2004, previous negative
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experiences with targeted advertising lead to dissatisfaction, which results in advertisement
avoidance. Therefore, social media users who have encountered previous negative experiences
and have seen no incentive to view or click on online advertisements will also avoid future
advertisements no matter their content.

2.3.2 Privacy Concerns
As shown in Figure 5, another significant downside of targeted advertising is the invasion
of privacy (Karageorgos and Zhang, 2018; Pew Research Center, 2016; Strycharz et al., 2019).
Since its emergence, personalized advertising has been bombarded with multiple criticisms
regarding privacy concerns and intrusion. Although no precise definition was developed for
privacy, Cai et al. (2020) defined privacy as a term given to secret information that one is not
openly willing to reveal. Yee (2017) also determines the notion of privacy as the ability to
control, refrain from, purpose, and distribute information about oneself (Brinson et al., 2018). In
the world of personalized advertising, individuals would most likely want to protect their identity
and information while accessing content. In other words, users are likely to control the amount of
information they are willing to reveal and control the collected data about themselves while
accessing content online (Cai et al., 2020). The data collected varies from web browsing, search
history, geographic location, and even purchasing behavior (Aguirre et al., 2015). As a result,
personalized advertising aims to increase its effectiveness through machine learning and artificial
intelligence to collect data about the users' online behavior and interests (Cai et al., 2020). As
algorithms collect data based on individual activities, it is then grouped into a model of interests
that enables online ads to be displayed according to individuals' interests.
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As much as people like receiving advertisements related to their interests, many users are
uncomfortable knowing they are tracked (Cai et al., 2020) and feel that their personal data is not
secure (Strycharz et al., 2019). The inability to control one's privacy results in users consciously
changing their attitudes and behaviors online to avoid falling under the tracking of online
advertisements and creates negative attitudes towards personalized advertising (Gironda and
Korgaonkar, 2018). Even though regulations exist on how personalized advertising industries
and tracking techniques are expected to function (Cai et al., 2020), the increased worry on the
loss of privacy has been tremendously growing (Venkatadri et al., 2018). Facebook serves as a
solid example to the previously mentioned. In Facebook's online targeting practices, users'
private information is collected and used later by advertisers who select which users they are
targeting and want to see their ads (Cai et al., 2020). As widely understood, Facebook targeting
occurs through attributes. Advertisers can upload precise private information on their targeted
audience to ensure a more specific target (Venkatadri et al., 2018). According to Venkatadri et al.
(2018), advertisers can "infer users' full phone numbers with the targeted users' email addresses
by abusing Facebook's personalized advertising platform." However, advertisers try to instill
trust and persuade them that they are doing the best for them (Batra and Keller, 2016).
The amount of data gathered across millions of websites through using cookies is then
sold to brokers who then combine it with other information, including "first-party data" (personal
information that users willingly provide) and also "second-party data" (information gathered
from other institutions) (Brinson et al., 2018). This enormous amount of overt and covert
information on individuals is finally sold out to "third party data," of which advertisers are part
of them (Brinson et al., 2018). Consumers have been highly expressing a negative attitude
towards targeted advertising based on their private information. According to Researchers
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Schwartz and Solove (2011), consumers perceive protecting their personal information falls
under fundamental human rights. However, in the era of digital information, it is perceived that
consumers need to rethink the notion of "private" information as an individual's identity
encompasses a wide range of traceable offline information, such as age, gender, residency) along
with online behavior and interests (Brinson et al., 2018). Today, users are no longer utterly
anonymous because of the information being collected and analyzed with or without one's
consent (Brinson et al., 2018). As a result, people who want to restore their anonymity and
privacy will eventually avoid or block such advertisements (Brinson et al., 2018).

2.3.3 Ethical Concerns
Consumers' ethical judgments on advertisements are a contributing factor referred to the
cognitive processes by which consumers assess the advertising content morally (McMahon &
Harvey, 2006; Nguyen & Biderman, 2008). When witnessing content that is susceptible to a
moral dilemma, an ethical judgment is automatically produced and precedes action (Nguyen &
Biderman, 2008). While previous studies have found a link between cognitive, ethical
judgments, and behavioral actions limited to organizational research, this can also be applied to
the current area of research. Previously, Simpson, Brown, and Widding II (1998) have concluded
that ethical judgments and evaluations are crucial in responding to advertisement content.
Advertisements perceived as unethical and might contain a moral dilemma affect consumers'
attitudes and purchasing intentions (Ferreira et al., 2017).
Moreover, Kerr et al. (2012) have suggested that users often use online platforms to
develop opinions and judgments, especially about controversial or unethical advertisements. As a
result, those ethical judgments shape users' attitudes regarding specific advertisements as
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controversial and unethical, resulting in ad avoidance on those online platforms (Ferreira et al.,
2017). As noted by Tinkham & Weaver- Lariscy, 1994; Waller, 1999; Waller, 2005 that unethical
advertisements produce a negative attitude towards personalized advertising, it is reasonable to
mention that advertisements viewed as ethical develop a more positive attitude than those found
unethical (Ferreira et al., 2017). It is expected that advertisements perceived to have offensive
content or unethical value will result in negative attitudes. The more ethical users perceive
advertisements, the less negative attitudes and ad avoidance on online platforms.
Daems, De Pelsmacker, and Moons (2018) have discussed that personalized advertising
in its form is unethical not because of its content but because it might target a vulnerable target
audience, such as children. It was found that although children aged five can identify
advertisements on traditional mediums, children aged between eleven and twelve are not able to
identify online advertisements (Carpenter, 2013). In 2000, the United States Congress passed the
Children's Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA), which developed a law protecting children's
rights under thirteen against websites that collect personal data without consent (Carpenter,
2013). Daems, De Pelsmacker, and Moons (2018) have also elaborated that other audiences who
lack advertising literacy are considered vulnerable and would not realize the intentions behind
targeted advertisements. It is problematic that many countries, online platforms, and advertising
techniques are evolving to cope with the digital environment, yet heavy users are barely qualified
to deal with such clutter (Belanche, 2018). Sabri (2017) has exemplified the previously
mentioned through "stealth marketing," which is defined as a subtle advertisement that people
cannot identify as a form of advertising. As a result, users confuse such forms of advertising with
publicity (Sabri, 2017).
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2.3.4 Ad Fraud
Ad Fraud is defined as advertisement scammers depending on the number of clicks,
views, or misrepresenting acts to deceive users and generate revenue or malice (Shaari and
Ahmed, 2020). Because activities aiming to generate revenue are commonly spread in different
forms, it is now popularly found in the online advertising ecosystem. According to Figure 5,
skepticism of online advertising has been affecting users by suspecting malicious and advertising
fraud. According to The World Federation of Advertisers, it is expected that advertising fraud
will reach as much as US$50 billion by 2027 (Kshetri and Voas, 2019). Moreover, advertisers
who intentionally or unintentionally depend on automated technology are primarily likely to
suffer from advertisement fraud (Gallagher, 2017).

2.3.4.1 Placement Fraud
Placement fraud advertisements mainly depend on manipulating or deceiving web
visitors through the use of innovative and eye-grabbing content. They are scammers designed to
increase impressions and clicks (Shaari and Ahmed, 2020). Such scammers are placed in various
shapes, from keyword stuffing (Shaari and Ahmed, 2020), placement within an online
advertisement frame (Shaari and Ahmed, 2020) to malvertising and injecting malware through
attracting users to register and direct them to malicious websites to increase their web
impressions (Sood and Enbody, 2011). According to Zhu et al. (2017), placement fraud has been
divided into four main categories, where each category focuses on one aspect of the fraudulent
actions (Shaari and Ahmed, 2020).
The first category focused on stuffing or stacking keywords within content that cannot be
noticed with bare eyes (Shaari and Ahmed, 2020). Secondly, fake websites are the most
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commonly used category in placement fraud. On the one hand, fake websites can be built with
legal domains but only contain ad slots (Shaari and Ahmed, 2020). This is one approach to
fraudsters gaining revenue by using fake websites through ad networks. On the other hand, fake
websites can be produced by deceiving users by copying content from well-known websites. By
registering a similar domain name to a well-known website, users may not quickly spot the
difference between the fake and original website (Shaari and Ahmed, 2020). The third form is
domain spoofing. Domain spoofing, also known as web spoofing, is widely known on the
internet. It is defined as fraudsters creating websites with the same function as real websites, but
with the difference to conduct fraudulent activities such as stealing personal information or
account credentials (Shaari and Ahmed, 2020). Finally, ad injection and malware are the most
known aggressive fraud activities. One form of ad injection comes from advertisement software
running on user desktops or through browser extensions (Shaari and Ahmed, 2020).

2.3.4.2 Traffic Fraud
Traffic Fraud depends on increasing the number of website clicks or impressions. A user
clicking on the fraud advertisement will generate revenue (Shaari and Ahmed, 2020). Therefore,
traffic fraud is widely incorporated within online advertisements and is one of the most prevalent
fraudulent behaviors (Shaari and Ahmed, 2020). Traffic fraudulent advertisements that aim to
increase website impressions produce the most significant impact in CPM (cost per impressions)
campaigns, mainly since impressions fraud provides little to no value to advertisers. On the other
hand, click fraud is among the most lucrative activities (Kshetri and Voas, 2019) and indicates
that users are potentially interested in the displayed advertisement and indicates a potential new
customer (Shaari and Ahmed, 2020). Click fraud can be used through various forms, whether
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manually or through bots (Kshetri and Voas, 2019), to produce a click fraud attack with the
purpose of an advertising competition or publisher click inflation (Shaari and Ahmed, 2020).

2.3.4.3 Action Fraud
The final type of advertising fraud is action fraud. Action frauds are commonly used to
target relevant business users to fill an online form, purchase an order, retarget influential users
through precious behaviors (Shaari and Ahmed, 2020). Because advertisers are highly dependent
on the cost-per-action (CPA), ad fraud is sometimes used to determine their revenues vs. costs to
impact their advertising pricing, campaign preparation, and other relevant components (Shaari
and Ahmed, 2020).

2.3.5 Perceived Reactance
Although personalized advertisements allow specific targeting to individuals needs and
interests and are often persuading users to think in a certain way, users may feel that targeted
advertising limits their freedom of choice and might believe that their personal space is being
violated (Akestam et al., 2017; Youn and Kim, 2019). Li et al. (2002) defined the threat to one's
freedom of choice as reactance and is considered a form of intrusiveness (Huo, Liu, and Min,
2021). Brehm (1996) explained that as an individual feels a threat towards his freedom
immediately provokes emotional and cognitive processes, known as "psychological reactance."
Originally used to understand and predict attitudes and behaviors toward social resistance,
reactance, defined as threat to one's freedom, is another approach to understanding consumers'
responses to targeted advertisements (Redondo and Aznar, 2018). Redondo and Aznar (2018)
indicate that advertisers should avoid triggering feelings of reactance. Feelings of reactance are
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initiated as consumers feel that their personal space is threatened (Brinson and Britt, 2021).
However, in Today's digital data-driven world, consumers may still have triggered feelings of
reactance threatening their "virtual spaces" (Brinson and Britt, 2021). Violation of consumers'
'virtual spaces' is defined as the combination of overly persuasive or ''controlling'' language
within advertisements or through violation of one's autonomy (Brinson and Britt, 2021).
Dillard and Shen (2005) found out that high feelings of reactance tend to lead consumers
to dislike persuasive, targeted messages directed to them, and elaborating it causes them to be
skeptical of the advertisement (Brinson and Britt, 2021). Brinson and Britt (2021) further
elaborated that feelings of reactance could be directed toward a specific message within the
advertisement or a general advertisement as a whole. Two psychological factors mainly influence
the skepticism attitude: cognitive and affective (Brinson and Britt (2021). Cognitive is defined as
advertisements perceived as credible or relevant, while affective is defined as subjective
impressions of the advertiser's intentions (Brinson and Britt, 2021). As a result, targeted
advertisements may result in positive, such as credible, or negative, such as skepticism, emotions
serving as contributing factors to the consumers' avoiding personalized advertising (Brinson and
Britt, 2021; Huo, Liu, and Min, 2021). This has been shown to directly impact consumers' desire
to avoid personalized advertisements (Brinson and Britt, 2021).

2.4 Ad Avoidance and Ad Blocker Usage
2.4.1 Ad Avoidance Definition and Types
Speck and Elliott (1997) defined advertising avoidance (known as ad avoidance) as
behaviors and actions by users which reduce their exposure to an advertisement (Zhao and Wang,
2018). The researchers surveyed around 946 adults to study the predictors leading to advertising
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avoidance in traditional media, such as television, radio, and magazines, and have found that
advertising avoidance correlated with demographic characteristics (Zhao and Wang, 2018).
Speck and Elliot's study served as the foundation for future research on advertising avoidance.
However, future research has found the online advertising environment to be different from
traditional advertising. Li et al. (2002) characterized the users of online advertising as more goal
or task-oriented. Cho and Cheon (2004) elaborated that the internet has provided users with a
quicker way to access and retrieve information. They further elaborated that the internet provided
a two-way interactivity connection between users and advertisers. Cho and Cheon (2004) have
initially found out that perceived goal impediment, advertising clutter, advertising irritation, and
negative experiences were the fundamental factors to avoid advertisements. Years later, Baek and
Morimoto (2012) found several other factors leading to advertising avoidance, such as
intrusiveness and reactance. As a result, when users' develop negative attitudes towards
advertisements, they eventually seek approaches to avoid them (Seyedghorban et al., 2016).
Regarding the previously mentioned factors, the CAB model illustrates how users avoid
advertisements, where "C" is for cognition, "A" for affective, and "B" for behavioral. (Miia and
Dong, 2019). The cognitive approach focuses on users' beliefs on the advertisement, which is
"evaluative in nature" (Miia and Dong, 2019; Ho, 2021). On the other hand, the affective
approach relates to users' feelings or emotional reactions towards the advertisements (Miia and
Dong, 2019; Ho, 2021). Finally, the behavioral factor involves the users' reactions to avoid
advertisements (Miia and Dong, 2019; Ho, 2021). Redondo and Aznar (2018) found out that
traditional advertising avoidance primarily takes shape by mentally ignoring the advertisements
shown on the television by being busy with anything other than watching the advertisement itself
(cognitive). Another avoidance type is done by physically switching the channel during the
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screening of an advertisement into another one (behavioral) (Redondo and Aznar, 2018).
However, online advertising is different. Online advertising provides little freedom for users to
avoid advertisements and results in new forms of avoiding online advertisements, such as the
growth of ad blockers (Brinson and Britt, 2021). According to Cortland (2017), users' concerns
about online advertisements' perceived threats make them avoid advertisements through ad
blockers. Ad blocking serves as a physical or behavioral avoidance for online users seeking to
decrease their interaction with online advertisements (Redondo and Aznar, 2018). Users further
explained that ad blockers provide them with additional benefits besides avoiding
advertisements. Parra-Arnau, Achara, and Castelluccia (2017) found that users prefer using
advertising blockers because they benefit from improved performance and speed and avoid
malware and risks that might affect their devices.

2.4.2 Ad Types and Display
Online advertisements appear in various forms, including pop-ups, auto-play videos,
countdowns, and large sticky banner ads. The different types previously mentioned can be
viewed through search results, webpages, emails, and even within mobile apps and games.
Initially, large stick banners ads were the first online advertising formats introduced (Rudneva,
2017). They are embedded within web pages and appear either on the top or bottom of the page,
depending on the "periphery spots that are not considered too intrusive" (Rudneva, 2017).
Banners are created in different sizes of either static or animated visuals. As Edwards, Li & Lee
(2002) clarified, once users click on the ad, they are redirected to the advertiser's landing page
(Rudneva, 2017). Large sticky banner ads are considered annoying because they obstruct around
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30% of the page view regardless of whether the users scroll across the page (Coalition for Better
Ads, 2019).
Pop-ups are another type of online advertisement that has been popular over time because
of their capability to deliver messages rapidly. Derived from its name, pop-ups pop and block the
primary browser users' were surfing and can fill up either part or the entire screen (Coalition for
Better Ads, 2019). According to Interactive Advertising Bureau (2017), pop-ups are impactful
because they deliver advertising messages through opening a different page above the initial
browser. Moreover, pop-unders are also an option that opens a second browser but under the
page users' are browsing (Tebyanian, 2019).
Auto-play video ads with sound are another form of online advertising. Like pop-ups,
video ads with sound are considered disruptive as they distract users from their primary goal
(Tebyanian, 2019), causing a goal impediment and disruptive browsing experience. According to
Coalition for Better Ads (2019), video ads disrupt the user experience and force users to quickly
close the window to avoid the video ad and turn its audio off.
Coalition for Better Ads (2019) stated that prestitial countdown ads appear before a page
loads, forcing users to wait for several seconds before closing the ad and redirected to the initial
page they were visiting. Prestitial countdown ads negatively affect users' experience and
discourage users from waiting until the countdown is done and continuing into their content
(Coalition for Better Ads, 2019).
Based on the previously mentioned advertising types and placement, users tend to avoid
online ads due to ad annoyance, disruption, and intrusiveness which has been shown to decrease
the sense of trust within users (Tebyanian, 2019). Although Kuisma (2015) found out that
animated ads, such as animated banners or auto-play videos, increased ads' attention, Kusima
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also found out that it does not necessarily increase ad recognition. Kuisma (2015) further
elaborated that animated advertisements increase online clutter and result in more advertising
avoidance.

2.4.3 Growth of Ad Blockers
2.4.3.1 Definition of Ad Blockers
Oxford Dictionaries have defined ad blockers as a piece of software developed to filter or
prevent advertisements from showing on a website, webpage, or mobile application. According
to Redondo & Aznar (2018), ad blockers are defined as "various software tools (most typically
browser plug-ins) that monitor browsers' requests for editorial and advertising content and
prevent the display of any advertising content that matches an entry in the blacklists maintained
by ad blocking companies/user communities." Ad blockers are available on various devices,
including desktops, laptops, tablets, and smartphones. Since its establishment, ad blocking tools
have shown a wide range of benefits, and their usage has been increasing since then (Maamoun,
2018).

2.4.3.2 Background of Ad Blockers
The rise of ad blockers goes back to the establishment of the web. Adguard (2017) noted that the
first ad blocker tool was used in the 1980s and was implanted within a specific online portal
named Prodigy. Ten years later, a mass ad blocking tool was introduced in 1990 called Ad
Muncher (Tebyanian, 2019). Ad Muncher required no device installation and could block online
advertisements on Microsoft Windows (Tebyanian, 2019). However, Ad Muncher was a paid
tool, unlike modern ad blocking tools Today. Ad Muncher functioned by deleting sections or
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parts of the web pages in which the online advertisements were included (Tebyanian, 2019). This
is different from how modern ad blockers function. Years later, Mozilla Firefox (previously
named Phoenix Browser) introduced what is known as "Extensions," and in 2002, an ad blocker
was developed for the Mozilla Firefox browser (Tebyanian, 2019). It was an interestingly
different approach to blocking online advertisements from what was known before. Instead, it
served as a tool on the top of the browser to hide the already downloaded ads (Adguard, 2017).
However, the project was discontinued by its owner, and another developer in 2006 decided to
continue on the project (Tebyanian, 2019). The new developer updated the tool features,
including not downloading online advertisements (Tebyanian, 2019). This later version was
renamed Adblock Plus and completely differentiated itself from the previous ad blocker
extensions (Tebyanian, 2019).
According to Digital Trends in 2013, AdBlock Plus later decided to join the Acceptable
Ads Initiative, which led to severe criticism over the decision. The criticism mainly entitled that
AdBlock Plus business model is based on "whitelists", or ads that abide by Acceptable Ads
Standards and fit specific criteria to be shown to people using ad blocking tools (Tebyanian,
2019). Whitelisting is defined as when users disable blocking ads for specific websites because
they enjoy their content, while advertisements will remain blocked on other websites (Maamoun,
2018). The previously mentioned criteria focus on advertising placement, distinction, and size.
Websites have been naturally interested in having their websites whitelisted by users to offer the
highest chances to retain the advertising revenues of ad blockers' users (Maamoun, 2018). Big
companies like Google and Facebook started paying AdBlock Plus to allow their ads to pass
through and reach users online (Maamoun, 2018). According to Tebyanian (2019), the
introduction of "whitelists" has raised the question of the trustworthiness of ad blockers. Today,
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many ad blocking tools provide the choice to turn on/off the blocking tool and fully customize
their "whitelist" as an approach to be fully transparent to users (Tebyanian, 2019).

2.4.4 Ad Blockers' Users Demographics

Figure 6 - Users Demographics of Personalized Advertising Model
Source: Rojas-Méndez et al., 2009

Attitudes towards advertising and advertising avoidance have been shown to vary
according to demographics. Rojas-Méndez et al. (2009) have studied how demographics impact
advertising avoidance. Figure 6 illustrates that advertising avoidance is predicted by four main
demographic aspects, which are gender, age, education, and family size.
According to PageFair in 2017 on the US market, it has found that ad blocker users tend
to be more educated in comparison to other web users. Among a sample of 18-24 years old, 35%
of the respondents were holders of a bachelor's degree. Moreover, across all age groups, it was
shown that around 45% of the surveyed ad blocker users were holders of a bachelor's degree.
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The previously mentioned information indicated that 45 in 100 US ad blocker users have a
bachelor's degree or higher. As such, it was shown that adult ad blockers' users in the US are 1.5
times more likely to have a bachelor's degree than the average American adult and tend to
increase towards three times among 18-24-year-olds (PageFair, 2017).
Moreover, previous analysis has shown a higher rate of ad blocker usage among young
males (Maamoun, 2018). A survey done by PageFair (2017) indicated that men are 34% more
likely than women to use ad blocker tools among their devices, including desktops and laptops.
According to Dean (2021), 49% of men reported being more likely to use ad blockers. Ad
blocking usage has now become mainstream across all age groups. Moreover, suburban and
urban areas have shown a higher ad blockers usage with 17% than those in rural areas (PageFair,
2017).
37% of the surveyed respondents indicated that they have known about ad blocker tools
through friends, colleagues, or family members (PageFair, 2017). In addition, 28% indicated to
have learned about ad blocker tools from the internet, news, or media (PageFair, 2017). As
indicated in PageFair's (2017) report, men are more likely to know about ad blocker tools from
the internet, whereas women know about the tools from a friend or family member.

2.4.5 Usage of Ad Blockers on Mobiles VS Desktops
Although ad blockers may utilize different approaches tailored to the device, they are
activated on, at the end of the day, all ad blockers function the same task. With the increasing
usage of ad blocks nowadays, it has become challenging to counter ad blocking mechanisms
(Tebyanian, 2019). These mechanisms include but are not limited to local VPNs, browser
integration, DNS filtering, and much more. The previously mentioned mechanisms played a
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crucial role, specifically mobile devices (Tebyanian, 2019). In 2013, a change to Google Play
Developer Distribution Agreement made it challenging and nearly impossible for ad blockers to
be utilized through one of the largest mobile application marketplaces (Tebyanian, 2019). This is
one of the significant reasons that encouraged web developers to create alternative web browsers
with built-in ad blockers (Tebyanian, 2019). Now, many web browsers have installed ad blockers
features within them. Opera Mobile was amongst these web browsers with built-in ad blockers
and did not require an extension software to block advertisements.
In Today's world, more users are stuck to their mobile devices, and more companies are
shifting their focus towards mobile platforms instead of desktop computers. According to
PageFair (2017), mitigating mobile devices can perform desktop tasks faster and in a much more
convenient way. According to a survey conducted by Chen, Liu, and Dai (2013), respondents
viewed advertisements as unavoidable in modern society. However, mobile applications and
advergames displayed a more positive attitude and acceptance among users (Tebyanian, 2019).
Moreover, a study conducted by Persaud and Azhar on Canadian Consumers in 2012 has shown
that users prefer mobile advertising that is more targeted and location-based. Based on the
previously mentioned studies, users are expected to have a more positive attitude towards mobile
advertisements and indicate a lower usage percentage of ad blockers than desktop advertisements
(Tebyanian, 2019).
Although users are mitigating mobile usage, both desktop and mobile ad blockers have
been skyrocketing. As indicated in PageFair's report in 2017, the global number of desktop and
mobile devices blocking advertisements online grew by around 142 million years over year to
reach 615 million devices from 2015 to 2016. Mobile ad blocker usage has increased by 108
million years over year to reach 380 million active devices from 2015 to 2016. As a more recent
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update on the ad blocker usage statistics, PageFair's report in 2021 shows a decline in the usage
of ad blockers on desktops in 2018 and 2019. However, ad blockers usage has been rising again,
growing by almost 9%. By the end of 2020, it was estimated that around 257 million users had
been actively seeking desktop ad blockers (PageFair, 2021). However, mobile ad blockers usage
has shown the opposite of what Tebyanian expected in his research. Mobile ad blockers usage
has shown a steady increase since the adoption of mobile web browsers that block
advertisements by default (PageFair, 2021).

2.4.6 Ad Blockers Countermeasures
As a result of the significant rise in ad blockers usage, websites started to implement
countermeasures against the usage of ad blockers. Websites have started implementing
advertisements within the main HTML (Maamoun, 2018). Because of the advertisements
implanted within the HTML, ad blockers cannot block the advertisements within the HTML
document (Maamoun, 2018). Moreover, some news websites are now charging visitors with
subscription fees whether the users enable advertisement blockers or not. However, some news
websites remain freely accessible and highly dependent on revenues from advertisements to pay
for the cost of their operations (Kiplinger, 2017). Other online publishers, such as Forbes,
adapted strategies that ban users from accessing their content if ad blocker tools were detected
and popped up a message requesting users to disable the ad blocker to view the content (Zhao
and Wang, 2018). If users do not pause or turn off the ad blocker tool, they cannot view the
website content.
Furthermore, AdBlock Plus does not whitelist every single online advertisement. It only
whitelists a type of advertisement called "Static Advertisements," known as stable ads positioned
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at the sides, top or bottom banners (Maamoun, 2018). The other forms of advertisements known
as attention grabbers consist of popups and ads on the click. Several researchers consider the use
of attention-grabbing as the fundamental reason for the increasing usage of ad blockers
(Maamoun, 2018). However, counter ad blockers and prohibiting users from accessing content
within web pages have decreased website traffic (Zhao and Wang, 2018). As a result, some
websites provide users incentives and encourage them to whitelist them by promising fewer
advertisements (Zhao and Wang, 2018). Another approach to counteract advertisement block is
investing in algorithms that embed personalized advertisements and targeted messages within the
users' social media pages (Qin, 2020). This allows online advertisements to circumvent ad
blocker tools (Brinson and Britt, 2021).
According to PageFair's report, in 2021, 63% of Comscore listed publishers use ad
blockers monetization strategies compared to 56% in 2020. Of the 63%, 52% use advertising
recovery via acceptable ads or advertisements that are not considered annoying or intrusive,
whereas the remaining ad tech provider supports acceptable ads (PageFair, 2021). Google,
Amazon, and other large companies monetize ad blocker strategies using acceptable ads.
Facebook is the only company counteracting ad blockers through circumvention (PageFair,
2021). As a result, advertisers try to generate revenue and combat ad blocker tools while
providing value and minimizing irritation to users (Although this might decrease the perceived
threat of ad blockers on advertisers, it does not mean that the existence and usage of ad blockers
are no longer problematic on advertisers. According to recent studies, ad blockers still pose a
significant risk to online advertisements (Cho and Cheon, 2004). Although this might decrease
the perceived threat of ad blockers on advertisers, it does not mean that the existence and usage
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of ad blockers are no longer problematic for advertisers. According to recent studies, ad blockers
still pose a significant risk to online advertisements (IAB, 2021; Shiller et al., 2017).

2.6 Theory
2.6.1 Theoretical Background
Many theories have been developed throughout the past years to study online advertising.
Theories have varied in different disciplines, such as social and cognitive psychology and
marketing and communications, to explain the practice of advertising avoidance (Aiolfi, Bellini,
and Pellegrini, 2021). Many studies have focused on measuring the effects of online advertising
by contrasting the threats and benefits of online advertisements (Boerman et al., 2017). As a
result, the perceptions toward online advertising seem to differ. As cited by Ho (2021) and
Aiolfi, Bellini, and Pellegrini (2021), Table 1 lists the previous theories adopted to explain online
advertising.
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Table 1 - Previous Theories Adopted to Explain Personalized Advertising
Theory

Source

Context

Information Boundary
Theory

Sutanto et al. (2013)

Collection of personal data is intrusive

Information Theory

Sutanto et al. (2013)

Users might have difficulty processing information
within advertisements

Theory of Experience

Ho (2021)

Users with past negative experiences will shape
their future judgments and behaviors when facing a
similar situation

Time Allocation Theory

Rojas-Méndez, Davies and
Madran (2005)

Users view time as insufficient to do all they need,
thus resulting in ad avoidance in times of pressure

Uses and Gratification

Ozcelik and Varnali (2019)

Users seek advertisements to get knowledge,
interaction, relaxation, awareness, escape, and
entertainment

Elaboration Likelihood
Model

Aiolfi, Bellini, and
Pellegrini, 2021

The more personalized the advertisement, the more
likely the message is to be noticeable and effective

2.6.2 Theoretical Framework - Stimulus-Organism-Response Theory (SOR)
This research study adopts the Stimulus-Organism-Response Theory (SOR). The SOR
theory explains that individuals' behavioral responses result from stimuli from external factors
(Wang et al., 2022). The SOR theory resulted from the Stimulus-Response (SR) theory (Kishore,
2021). The SR Theory explained that responses and behaviors result from external stimuli.
However, it does not consider the "organism" or person responding to the stimulus (Kishore,
2021). After development, the SOR theory considers the organism factor as an active player
responding or behaving in specific ways (Kishore, 2021). The SOR theory became a foundation
to explain the "complexity of human behavior" (Kishore, 2021). Stimuli are defined as the
influential factors that produce emotions. In contrast, an organism is the mental processing once
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stimulated, including changes in emotions and attitudes, and response is the behavioral response
after the mental processing (Mehrabian and Russell, 1974). The mental processing can be done
consciously or unconsciously yet triggers an emotion that leads to a response or behavior
(Kishore, 2021). While previously the theory was applied in market research by Belk (1975), it
was further used to study consumer attitudes and behaviors "because of its generalizability and
extensibility" (Akram et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2022).
According to the SOR theory, users' behaviors respond to certain stimuli influencing their
inner feelings and emotions. Mehrabian and Russell (1974) explained that behavioral responses
are divided into two types, either approach or avoidance. The previously mentioned responses
result from people's internal evaluations of a situation (Mehrabian and Russell, 1974). The
approach is defined by people feeling happy, joyful, and comfortable, thus responding positively
to a situation (Kishore, 2021). On the other hand, avoidance is defined as a situation that causes
unhappiness and makes people uncomfortable (Kishore, 2021). People tend to avoid
circumstances that make them feel not in control (Kishore, 2021). As a result, a response of
either advertising avoidance or acceptance is triggered based on the emotions and feelings
developed based on advertisements perceived threats or benefits.
Wang et al. (2022) stated that mental and emotional judgments, whether oriented away or
towards perceived threats, serve as tools for understanding advertising avoidance. The researcher
has adopted the SOR theory because it serves as an underpinning theory or umbrella to all the
previously mentioned theories in Table 1. It seeks to explain all the theories as stimuli to the
SOR theory. Accordingly, the aspects of perceived goal impediment (as explained under Time
Allocation Theory and Information Theory), intrusiveness or privacy concerns (as explained
under Information Boundary Theory), reactance, ad fraud, and ethical concerns (as explained
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under Theory of Experience), are chosen as stimuli, negative attitudes developed as an organism,
and advertising avoidance as a response. On the other hand, perceived relevance, usefulness, and
credibility (as explained under the Uses and Gratification and Elaboration Likelihood Model) are
chosen as a stimulus, positive attitudes developed as an organism, and advertising acceptance as
a response. Based on users' judgments, their choice to move closer to the stimulus depends on
the perceived benefits, while their choice to move away from the stimulus depends on the
perceived threats. In a previous study, Lai (2010) used perceived risks as a stimulus to study
users' behavior. Moreover, Gao et al. (2017) studied users' avoidance by highlighting the role of
feelings as "a mediator" of the organism towards external stimuli and customer purchase
behavior (Wang et al., 2022). As a result, the SOR theory serves as a foundation for examining
the users' avoidance behavior toward personalized advertising. According to Taylor (1974),
targeted advertisements that do not meet users' requirements result in them viewing personalized
advertisements to perceive risks and adopt avoidance behaviors such as blocking the
advertisements to reduce their exposure to risks (Wang et al., 2022).
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CHAPTER 3 - PROPOSED MODEL AND METHODOLOGY
3.1 Proposed Model
A proposed model for this study was developed based on the integration of previous
research models by Karageorgos and Zhang, 2018 (Figure 3), Aiolfi, Bellini, and Pellegrini,
2021 (Figure 4) and Brinson, Eastin, and Cicchirillo, 2018 (Figure 5).
According to Brinson, Eastin, and Cicchirillo (2018), their study sought to understand
online users' perceived threats and benefits leading to users' developed attitudes, whether
cognitive, affective, or behavioral, toward targeted advertisements which results in either ad
avoidance and block or ad acceptance. As such, the researchers of this study have adopted the
perceived risk and perceived benefits from the tested model of Brinson, Eastin, and Cicchirillo
(2018). While Karageorgos and Zhang (2018) have further broken down the perceived threats
into sub-elements, including privacy concerns, annoying advertisements, perceived goal
impediment, and malvertising, this study looked into other contributing aspects to perceived
threats and ad avoidance, such as ethical judgments and perceived reactance to personalized
advertisements. This study has further adopted the tested variables of perceived benefits from
Aiolfi, Bellini, and Pellegrini (2021), which looked into the perceived usefulness, relevance, and
credibility of targeted advertisements leading to advertisement acceptance.
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Figure 7 - Proposed Model

While Rojas-Méndez et al., 2009 (Figure 6) have tested demographics as independent
variables and their impact on attitudes towards advertisements, this study has adopted users'
demographics (Gender, Age, and Level of Education) as moderating variables. Demographics as
moderating variables are sought to explain whether there is an existence that explains the
relationship between the independent and dependent variables or not. In addition, no previous
studies have researched whether the device type (Mobile Phones, Tablets, or Desktops)
contributed to ad avoidance and increasing use of ad blockers. Previous studies have looked into
the statistical difference between ad blocker usage among different device types, but not its
contribution to the behavior itself. As a result, this study has also adopted the device type as a
moderating variable. The last moderating variable considered is the advertisement type. Like the
device type, previous studies have examined the ad type as an independent variable. The
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previously mentioned moderating variables were chosen in specific because, as mentioned earlier
in the literature review, they significantly impacted ad avoidance and ad blocker usage.
Therefore, this study will be considered a moderating variable to test whether the variable has a
moderating effect between ad avoidance and increasing use of ad blockers. Kim et al. (2007)
explained that moderating variables enhance the model's strength in explaining reality (Wang et
al., 2022). Based on the proposed model (Figure 7) of the current research study, the following
section lists the study's hypotheses.

3.2 Research Hypotheses
Based on the proposed model developed for this study, the following hypotheses are
developed to understand users', advertisers', and ad blocker companies' perspectives on ad
blocker usage.
H1: Perceived Benefits Impacts Attitudes Towards Personalized Advertising
H2: Perceived Threats Impacts Attitudes Towards Personalized Advertising
H3: Attitude Towards Personalized Advertising Impacts Ad Avoidance Tendency
H4: Attitude Towards Personalized Advertising Impacts Ad Blocker Usage
H5: Advertising Avoidance Tendency Impacts Ad Blocker Usage
H6: The Moderating Variables Impact the Relationship Between Attitudes Towards Personalized
Advertising and Ad Avoidance Tendency
H7: The Moderating Variables Impact the Relationship Between Attitudes Towards Personalized
Advertising and Ad Blocker Usage
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3.3 Operationalization of Variables
The operationalization of variables defined in the current study is adopted from all tested
models introduced earlier in the literature review section. As a result, the following section will
provide the operational definitions of all variables to be examined in this study:

Ad Blockers
Rudneva (2017) defined ad blockers as tools or software that users enable to stop the
loading of advertisements while browsing the internet. The ad blockers are tools that can be
installed and used on different devices, such as desktops or mobile phones, and various platforms
such as mobile applications or desktop browsers (Ridneva, 2017).

Personalized Advertising
According to Brinson, Eastin, and Cicchirillo (2018), personalized advertising,
sometimes referred to as targeted advertising, is defined as customized content and messages
tailored and communicated to individuals based on their interests and behaviors.

Perceived Benefits
As adopted from Brinson, Eastin and Cicchirillo (2018), Baek and Morimoto (2012)
defined perceived benefits as when the positive effects of personalized advertising outweigh their
harmful effects. In this study, perceived benefits are measured according to three main aspects:
perceived relevance, perceived usefulness, and perceived credibility.
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Perceived Relevance:
As defined by (Aiolfi, Bellini, and Pellegrini, 2021), perceived relevance is the level of
interest reflected in the personalized advertisement based on an individuals' demographics,
characteristics, interests and behaviors.
Perceived Usefulness:
According to Aiolfi, Bellini, and Pellegrini (2021), perceived usefulness is defined as the
level of information and entertainment received from personalized advertisements. Personalized
advertising plays a vital role in delivering informative advertisements and boosting entertainment
based on users' characteristics and interests (Aiolfi, Bellini, and Pellegrini, 2021).
Perceived Credibility:
Aiolfi, Bellini, and Pellegrini (2021) defined perceived credibility as the effects of
personalized advertisements that depend on advertiser-controlled factors, including being open in
communication on data collection approaches and its use to personalize messages.

Perceived Threats
As adopted from Baek and Morimoto (2012), Brinson, Eastin and Cicchirillo (2018)
defined perceived threats (or threats) as when the negative results of personalized advertising are
more than its perceived benefits. This study measures perceived benefits according to five main
aspects: perceived goal impediment, privacy concerns, ad fraud, perceived reactance, and ethical
judgments.
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Perceived Goal Impediment:
According to Karageorgos and Zhang (2018), perceived goal impediment is negative
browsing experience, distraction, and search hindrance resulting from disturbing advertisements
popping up within the browser.
Privacy Concerns:
Karageorgos and Zhang (2018) define privacy concerns as the level of insecurity and
worrisomeness of a users' incapability to prevent disclosure of their personal information.
Ad Fraud:
Ad fraud, or malvertising, is defined as the distribution of malware, spyware, and other
forms of cyber-attacks through fraud advertisements in the same way online advertisements are
distributed to deceive and attack online users' seeking the users' data (Karageorgos and Zhang,
2018).
Perceived Reactance:
According to Brinson, Eastin, and Cicchirillo (2018), perceived reactance is defined as
restricting a users' freedom and choice to opt for other online advertisements than those targeted
to them according to their personal information and interests.
Ethical Judgements:
According to Ferreira et al. (2017), ethical judgements are defined as concerns regarding
biased or stereotypical content or messages within advertisements or ethical concerns on how
personalized advertisements function in relevance to vulnerable audiences, such as children, who
are unaware of the collection of their data.
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Attitudes Towards Personalized Advertising
Ho (2021) defined attitudes towards advertisements as the perception and thoughts
developed after exposure to them. Attitudes towards advertisements shape the way users
interpret, think, and react to the messages of the advertisements (Ho, 2021).

Ad Avoidance
According to Ho (2021), advertising avoidance is the users intentionally avoiding exposure to an
advertisement. Advertising avoidance is divided into three main categories: cognitive, affective,
and behavioral.
Cognitive Avoidance:
Cognitive avoidance is defined as users' beliefs and the tendency to ignore
advertisements and not pay attention to them while playing (Ho, 2021).
Affective Avoidance:
Affective avoidance is defined as the feelings and emotions developed towards
advertisements, like hatred and agitation. Affective avoidance also involves the thought that "the
world is better without advertisements" (Ho, 2021).
Behavioral Avoidance:
Behavioral avoidance is defined as scrolling past online advertisements or blocking them
using ad blocker tools (Ho, 2021).

Ad Acceptance
Aiolfi, Bellini, and Pellegrini (2021) defined advertising acceptance as the level of
personalization, usefulness, and transparency that seems to outweigh the perceived threats and,
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therefore, positively impacts accepting the personalized advertisements and increasing exposure
to them.

Moderating Variables
Demographics
In the current study, the researcher will measure demographics as a moderating variable
in terms of three aspects: Gender, Age, and Level of Education.

Device Type
In the current study, the researcher will measure device type as a moderating variable and
examine whether it contributes to the independent and dependent variables. Device Type is
measured based on three categories: Mobile Phones, Tablets, and Desktops/Laptops.

Ad Type
In the current study, the researcher will measure ad type as a moderating variable based
on the top four popular ad types: large sticky ads, auto-play video ads, countdown ads, and
pop-up ads.

As seen below, Table 2 shows the perceptual statements used to operationalize each
variable and its source. The independent variables, including perceived threats, perceived
benefits and attitude towards personalized ads, and the dependent variable of ad avoidance
tendency, are measured using an interval level of measurement on a 5-point Likert scale where 1
strongly disagrees, and 5 strongly agree. The dependent variable of ad blocker usage and the
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moderating variables are measured using a nominal and ordinal level of measurement. The
statements are used for the abstract, multi-dimensional nature of the constructs, allowing a
rigorous measurement of reliability.

Table 2 - Operationalization of Variables
Variables

Sources

Items
Perceived Benefits

Perceived
Relevance

1. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement
with each of these statements, where 1 is strongly disagree
and 5 is strongly agree
a. I notice an increasing amount of advertising online
that is relevant to my needs
b. I prefer to see online advertising that is relevant to
my interests
c. Online ads do not bother me when they are relevant
to my needs
d. I'm more likely to click on an online ad that is
customized to what I care about

Perceived
Usefulness

2. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement
with each of these statements, where 1 is strongly disagree
and 5 is strongly agree
a. I have learned about new products or services
through online ads
b. I would share my personal information to receive
specific monetary benefits, including coupons, cash
incentives, special offers, early knowledge of sales,
etc.
c. I think personalized ads provide useful information

Perceived
Credibility

3. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement
with each of these statements, where 1 is strongly disagree
and 5 is strongly agree
a. I believe that online advertisers are interested in the
well-being of consumers, not just their own
b. I feel confident that technological advances make it
safe for me to share my data online with advertisers
c. I trust personalized ads provided by well-known
brands

● Aiolfi, Bellini, and
Pellegrini, 2021

● Aiolfi, Bellini, and
Pellegrini, 2021

● Aiolfi, Bellini, and
Pellegrini, 2021
● Brinson and Britt,
2021
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Perceived Threats

Perceived
Goal
Impediment

Privacy
Concerns

Ad Fraud/
Malvertising

4. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement
with each of these statements, where 1 is strongly disagree
and 5 is strongly agree
a. Personalized ads irritate me when an ad appears on
an app or browser
b. I see online ads as a factor that negatively affects
my online experience
c. I consider it to be a good browsing experience when
I am able to access the useful website content
quickly
5. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement
with each of these statements, where 1 is strongly disagree
and 5 is strongly agree
a. I feel uncomfortable when my personal information
is shared without my permission
b. I am concerned about collection of my personal
information by personalized advertisers, because of
what others might do with it
c. I'm worried that my information can be used in
ways that I cannot predict
6. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement
with each of these statements, where 1 is strongly disagree
and 5 is strongly agree
a. I worry that ads may be infected with viruses,
spyware, or malware
b. I think that by blocking ads I can protect myself and
my device from malicious advertisements

Perceived
Reactance

7. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement
with each of these statements, where 1 is strongly disagree
and 5 is strongly agree
a. I feel personalized advertising is forced upon me
b. I think personalized ads limit my freedom to watch
other ads

Ethical
Concerns

8. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement
with each of these statements, where 1 is strongly disagree
and 5 is strongly agrees
a. I tend to ignore online advertisements that does not
reflect my beliefs and values
b. I think personalized ads unethically collect the data
of vulnerable audiences (eg. children)

● Brinson and Britt,
2021
● Karageorgos and
Zhang, 2018

● Aiolfi, Bellini, and
Pellegrini, 2021
● Karageorgos and
Zhang, 2018

● Brinson and Britt,
2021
● Karageorgos and
Zhang, 2018

● Brinson and Britt,
2021

● Ferreira et al., 2017
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Attitude Towards Personalized Ads

Ad
Acceptance

9. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement
with each of these statements, where 1 is strongly disagree
and 5 is strongly agree
a. The information in the ad makes me feel that I am a
unique customer
b. I love seeing personalized advertisements based on
my online browsing history
c. Generally, I consider Internet advertising to be a
good thing

● Aiolfi, Bellini, and
Pellegrini, 2021
● Tebyanian, 2019

● Aiolfi, Bellini, and

Ad Avoidance

10. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement
with each of these statements, where 1 is strongly disagree
and 5 is strongly agree
a. It would be better if there were no personalized
advertisements
b. I take action to avoid ads on the Internet

Pellegrini, 2021
● Tebyanian, 2019
● Karageorgos and
Zhang, 2018

Ad Avoidance

Cognitive
Avoidance

11. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement
with each of these statements, where 1 is strongly disagree
and 5 is strongly agree
a. I intentionally ignore ads on the Internet
b. I almost never look at anything that looks like an
advertisement online

Affective
Avoidance

12. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement
with each of these statements, where 1 is strongly disagree
and 5 is strongly agree
a. I hate ads on the Internet
b. I have no tolerance of personalized ads

Behavioral
Avoidance

13. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement
with each of these statements, where 1 is strongly disagree
and 5 is strongly agree
a. I tried to set an ad blocker (program that blocks the
display of advertisements on the web) to avoid
customized advertisements
b. I usually exit the website I'm visiting not to see
personalized advertisements

● Aiolfi, Bellini, and
Pellegrini, 2021

● Aiolfi, Bellini, and
Pellegrini, 2021

● Aiolfi, Bellini, and
Pellegrini, 2021
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Ad Blocker Usage

Ad Blocker
Usage

14. Have you ever used ad blockers before?
a. Yes
b. No
15. For how long have you been using ad blockers?
a. Never
b. Less than 3 months
c. 3 months to less than 6 months
d. 6 months to less than 9 months
e. 9 months to less than a year
f. More than a year
16. On which types of websites do you usually use Ad
blocking? (Select the top 3 that apply)
a. News
b. Entertainment
c. Sports
d. Games
e. Business
f. Social Networking Sites
g. Blogs
h. Other
17. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement
with each of these statements.
a. I use Ad blockers most of the time I spend online
b. I always use Ad blockers when I surf the internet.
c. I use Ad Blockers on 2 devices or more.

● Maamoun, 2018
● Brinson et al., 2018

Moderating Variables

Ad Type

18. Which type of online Ad is the most annoying?
a. Pop-up Ads
b. Auto-playing Video Ads with Sound Prestitial
c. Ads with Countdown
d. Large Sticky Ads
19. What factors do you find most important when judging
ads?
a. Ad size
b. Ad placement
c. Ad content
d. Ad animation

Device Type

20. On which device type do you use ad blockers? (Select all
that apply)
a. Mobile
b. Desktop or Laptop
c. Tablet

● Tebyanian, 2019

● Maamoun, 2018
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21. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement
with each of these statements.
a. I prefer to see ads in-app on my smartphone rather
than a desktop/laptop?
b. I prefer to see ads in-app on my tablet rather than a
desktop/laptop?
c. I prefer to see ads in-app on my smartphone rather
than a tablet?

Demographics

22. Gender
a. Male
b. Female
23. Age
c. Less than 20
d. 20 to less than 25
e. 25 to less than 40
f. 40 or older
24. Level of Education
a. Highschool Graduate
b. Undergraduate
c. Bachelor Degree
d. Masters Degree
e. PhD Degree
f. Other

3.4 Methodology Review
Based on Brinson, Eastin, and Cicchirillo (2018) tested model (Figure 3), the researchers
have adopted a quantitative method to test the negative and positive perceptions of personalized
advertising and the use of ad blocker software. A survey was conducted on 779 subjects aged
19-87 years old and of different educational levels from school dropouts, high school graduates,
bachelor's degrees, and postgraduate degrees. Brinson, Eastin, and Cicchirillo (2018) found that
perceived threats related to privacy data collection are negatively correlated to attitudes towards
personalized advertising. On the other hand, they found that perceived benefits positively
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predicted positive attitudes toward targeted advertising. Finally, attitudes towards personalized
advertising negatively predicted the use of ad blockers.
Karageorgos and Zhang (2018) tested model (Figure 4) adopted a qualitative
methodology. 202 respondents were provided with a questionnaire to test the relationship
between cognitive, affective, and behavioral avoidance of personalized advertising. Using a
multiple regression analysis, the results showed that 87% of the respondents indicated
intentionally avoiding online advertisements, 80% hate online ads, and 79% take intentional
behaviors to avoid online ads. Karageorgos and Zhang (2018) have indicated that behavioral
advertising leads to the intentional use of ad blockers. The independent variables of privacy
concerns, annoying advertisements, negative browsing experience, and malvertising have been
shown to lead to advertising avoidance.
The third tested model (Figure 5) by Aiolfi, Bellini, and Pellegrini (2021) conducted an
online survey on a total of 128 subjects. The researchers used a structural equation modeling
(SEM) with partial least square (PLS) regression method to test their hypothesis. The sample
included both male and female genders aged between 20-65 years old. The researchers sought to
test the relation between privacy concerns and advertising avoidance and personalized
advertising relevance, usefulness, and credibility relevant to advertising acceptance. Their
findings indicated that advertising relevance, usefulness, and credibility result in a positive and
direct reaction to acceptance of targeted advertisements. Based on Aiolfi, Bellini, and Pellegrini
(2021), it has shown that advertising acceptance encouraged click-on intention. On the other
hand, respondents indicated that privacy concerns increased the likelihood of accepting
personalized advertisements and resulted in fewer click-on intentions.
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According to (Figure 6), Rojas-Méndez et al. (2009) surveyed the United Kingdom (UK),
Chile, and Turkey. The multi-stage random sample included populations from different urban
residents older than 18 and who own a television at home. The UK, Chile, and Turkey have
shown a positive relationship with gender and advertising avoidance, where females were shown
to avoid advertisements more than males. Based on the researchers' findings using multiple
regression analysis, age has no relationship with behavioral avoidance in Chile and the UK.
However, in Turkey, age played a significant role in behavioral avoidance. The younger
generation seemed to switch off tv or change channels when an advertisement was played. All
three countries have shown a positive relationship with the respondents' level of education and
advertising avoidance. The more educated the respondents were, the busier they were and had
more tasks, which showed lower exposure to advertisements when aired on television. Although
Rojas-Méndez et al. (2009) have conducted a study on television advertising, the results could
predict and be compared to online advertising avoidance.
Moreover, Tebyanian (2019) has conducted an experimental methodology to measure
consumers' perceptions of online advertising experiences based on ad type in a sample aged 18 to
54 living in Estonia. Based on her literature review, the age group selected has shown to be
responsible for 77% of the ad blocker usage globally. The experiment examined the relationship
between advertising type and placement with users' perceptions of advertising intrusiveness. The
findings have shown that ad placement has served as the most influential aspect for users' to
judge ads and avoid them. Ad content and Ad type were equally important as the second factor
contributing to users' avoiding ads. Furthermore, Tebyanian's research has shown that auto-play
videos ads were the most disruptive forms of advertising. Countdown ads were found as the
second top disruptive type of ad, and pop-up ads were selected as the third top disruptive type of
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advertisement. In addition, Tebyanian has conducted a survey on 71 participants to examine and
compare the usage of ad blockers among device types, including desktops vs. mobile devices.
Based on the findings, 18 participants strongly disagreed, and 27 participants disagreed with
preferring to watch online ads on their mobile devices rather than on a desktop. 18 participants
voted as neutral, whereas 9 agreed to watch online ads on their mobile devices rather than on a
desktop. However, Tebyanian did not examine the question in reverse and questioned whether
users prefer watching online ads on their laptops compared to smartphones.
Finally, Rudneva (2017) has adopted a quantitative method to test advertising avoidance
impact on mobile advertising, possible reactions to counter, the industry's knowledge on ad
blockers, and possible measures to counteract the use of ad blocker tools. Based on the findings,
advertisers have been shown to view ad blockers as a threat and an obstacle to the mobile
industry's performance and revenues. However, most advertisers responded that they are in
constant preparation to counteract the use of ad blockers and prevent its threats on the mobile
advertising industry. In fact, advertisers noted that it might be easier to switch their work to
whitelisted platforms, such as Facebook or Google, to avoid the ad blocker influence.

3.5 Method Design
This study adopts both qualitative and quantitative methods. A survey is conducted to
understand the users' perceptions of personalized advertising and their motives driving avoiding
ads and using ad blocker tools. On the other hand, in-depth interviews are conducted with
advertising (or marketing) professionals to understand their knowledge of ad blockers, their
impact on the industry, and their approaches to avoiding ad blocker use. Furthermore, in-depth
interviews were conducted with ad blocker companies to understand their perspective on
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designing the ad blocker tools and their perceptions on personalized advertising. mixed research
methodologies of qualitative and quantitative were used to validate data from different sources
and better understand personalized advertising, perceptions on ad blocker usage, and the impact
of ad blockers.

3.5.1 In-depth Interviews
3.5.1.1 Interview Design
The second stage of the primary data collection was to conduct 2 rounds of in-depth
interviews, where one was with advertising professionals and the other with professionals from
ad blocker companies. The purpose of the in-depth interviews were to look onto the other sides
of the story, since the majority of the research focuses on the angle of users in relation to ad
avoidance and ad blocker usage.
The interview structure was divided into 3 main sections, questions on the model to
measure whether the professionals' responses align with the users' responses or not, questions on
interviewees practice, and finally, questions on the industry they're currently working in. The
literature review on the secondary data was used as a guideline to structure the interview
questions. The questions used a guideline during the talk, however followup questions were
developed on spot in the majority of the in-depth interviews. The in-depth interviews were
conducted on Zoom and the duration of the interviews were approximately 30 - 45 minutes;
however, some interviewees were open to the discussion for more than 45 minutes.
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3.5.1.2 Sampling Size and Procedure
Using convenience sampling, the advertising professionals' interviewees were contacted
through LinkedIn because the platform is considered one of the most influential and popular
platforms for professionals and opinion leaders. The targeting of the professionals was done
through searching for job positions, such as "digital advertiser," "digital marketer," "marketing
manager," "digital marketing strategist," "online marketing specialist," "marketing specialist,"
"marketing manager," etc. The researcher focused on individuals with premium accounts,
emailed the potential interviewees with a short message explaining the study's objective and
requesting an interview, and attached the questions. On the other hand, the researcher contacted
the professionals from ad blocker companies through their official websites or Facebook pages.
A total of 10 companies were contacted; however, only three companies responded. Similarly,
the researcher emailed the potential interviewees with a short message explaining the study's
objective and requesting an interview and attached the questions. Eventually, the researcher
managed to conduct in-depth interviews with ten advertising professionals from both advertising
agencies and other industries and three ad blockers professionals.

3.5.1.3 Interview Procedure
Before the interview day, a consent form was sent to the interviewees along with the
interview questions. During the interview, oral consent was taken one more time to begin
recording. The researcher then introduced themself, the study's purpose, and the interview
process, including the duration and number of questions. Probing and laddering techniques were
also used during the in-depth interviews to obtain rich and detailed information relevant to the
area of research. Interviewees were asked to speak openly, clarify and provide examples
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whenever possible to ensure the interviewees provided enough clarification to avoid any
misunderstanding before proceeding with the following questions. The complete interview
questions can be found at the end of this research in Appendix A.

3.5.2 Survey
3.5.2.1 Sampling and Data Collection Procedure
An online survey was conducted to test the study’s hypotheses. The survey was
distributed online, assuming that users who spend most of their time online are the most relevant
target audience for the research objectives. Users who spend most of their time online are more
likely to be exposed to many personalized advertisements. The survey targeted a non-random,
convenience sampling used to aim for a larger sample size across a global scale. It remained
open for around 10 days, where data was collected from March 27th, 2022, until April 6th, 2022,
and managed to receive 477 responses. Sekaran and Bougie (2016) stated that “sample sizes
larger than 30 and less than 500 are appropriate for most research.” They further elaborated that a
population of 1000000 or more results in a sample size of 384. The survey targeted users of both
genders, aged from 18 years old to above, who have access to the internet and avoid online ads
or block them.
To research the perceptions of personalized ads, ad avoidance behavior, and ad blocker
usage, the questionnaire consisted of 25 questions, all of which were close-ended. The questions
were divided into a consent question to proceed with the survey, 3 questions on perceived
benefits, 5 questions on perceived threats, 2 questions on attitude towards personalized ads, 3
questions on advertising avoidance, 4 questions on ad blockers usage, and finally 7 questions on
the three moderating variables. The questionnaire was distributed across social media platforms
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such as Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter, Instagram, and WhatsApp. The complete survey can be
found at the end of this research in Appendix A.

3.5.2.2 Pilot Study
Before distributing the final questionnaire, a pilot study was conducted to ensure the
questions were clear, understandable, mutually exclusive, and exhaustive. Accordingly, a pilot
was distributed among 18 volunteers to test the survey's distribution, wording, and design. It was
essential to conduct the pilot study before the final questionnaire was out to ensure proper
feedback from users themselves and avoid any biases or leading questions from the researcher.
The researcher made minor changes to the questionnaire based on the volunteers'
feedback, including adding options to the survey choices, such as "other" or "none." Moreover,
the researcher defined ad blockers in the questions to ensure all respondents understood the term.
The amendments were considered and helped clear any challenges while conducting the
questionnaire and ensuring that non-experienced, ordinary online users understood all
terminologies. Moreover, the pilot study ensured that the survey works on all devices, whether
different browsers support desktops/laptops or mobile phones, whether Chrome, Firefox, Safari,
or others.

3.5.2.3 Data Analysis Procedure
The collected data were analyzed using SPSS Statistics software, version 8, under the
guidance and supervision of the Research Center at the American University in Cairo. A simple
linear regression analysis was used to explain the significance and relation between the
independent and dependent variables and whether the moderating variables impact the
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relationship between the independent and dependent variables. As for the reliability, the variables
will be analyzed through reliability analysis utilizing Cronbach's alpha on SPSS. The previously
mentioned analysis process using SPSS aims to provide the researcher with valuable insights on
the hypotheses and whether to accept or reject the null hypothesis.
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CHAPTER 4 - RESULTS AND FINDINGS
This chapter will present the data collected from the in-depth interviews with advertising
professionals and professionals from ad blocker companies and survey with users on perceptions
of targeted advertisements, ad avoidance tendencies, and ad blocker usage. Moreover, the survey
findings will be presented in descriptive and inferential analysis.

4.1 In-Depth Interview Findings:
4.1.1 Advertising Professionals' Findings:
4.1.1.1 Perceived Benefits of Personalized Advertising
All ten advertising professionals mentioned that the most significant benefit of targeted
advertisements is the perceived relevance of the advertisements. Personalization allows targeting
users who might be interested in their product or service. They further elaborated that
personalization provides the privilege of not being bombarded by millions of advertisements that
are not relevant to the users' interests or behaviors. On the other hand, it benefits the advertisers
in the filtration of the target audience. It is essential to know if the targeted audience is the "real"
group they should be targeting and whether their targeting is effective or not. Three interviewees
also noted that personalized advertisements are beneficial for providing users with timely and
relevant information to the users, whether geographically or behaviorally. Moreover, two of the
advertising professionals interviewees noted that another significant benefit of targeted ads is
that it eases the process of searching and selecting. It saves users much time, effort, and money
as now they will be reached by many ads of companies that provide the products or services they
may need.
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4.1.1.2 Perceived Threats of Personalized Advertising
The advertising professionals mentioned that the top threat of personalized
advertisements is privacy concerns and intrusiveness. The data collection of users remains the
primary concern of targeted advertisements. Moreover, one of the advertising professionals
stated that another downside to personalized advertisements is negatively affecting users'
browsing experience, irritation, and distraction. Another two the advertising professionals
elaborated that scams and malvertising are vital aspects of personalized advertisements. The first
interviewee noted that users' are usually skeptical of personalized ads with the assumption that
the product or service offered is not credible. The advertisements may be fraud, and either the
item, services, or prices are dishonest. The latter noted that some personalized advertisements are
malicious and full of viruses. Two other interviewees noted that some personalized
advertisements might be practicing unethical behavior, such as collecting data from vulnerable
audiences, such as children, or media illiterate audiences, or even containing offensive or
inappropriate messages or content to the targeted person.

4.1.1.3 Attitude Toward Personalized Ads, Ad Avoidance and Ad Blocker Usage:
The advertising professionals mentioned that it depends on the users' mindset to develop
an attitude towards personalized advertisements. If users view the benefits as more important,
users tend to accept personalized advertisements. However, it is more likely that users assume
that the threats outweigh the benefits and tend to avoid online advertisements. Most interviewees
stated that ad avoidance usually takes shape in cognitive or affective avoidance, where users tend
to hate ads and avoid them while browsing the internet. Interviewees have also noted that
cognitive and affective avoidance tend to trigger behavioral avoidance and encourage users to
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install blocker tools to avoid online personalized ads. Interestingly, all advertising professionals
noted to have installed ad blockers on their devices due to interruptions and annoyance with the
significant amount of personalized advertisements, despite working in the advertising position.

4.1.1.4 Moderating Variables:
Demographics:
All interviewees mentioned that the level of education positively contributes to the relationship
between developing an attitude toward personalized advertisements and ad avoidance tendency.
Moreover, four advertising professionals further noted that age is an influential contributor to the
relationship between developing an attitude towards personalized advertisements and ad
avoidance tendency. The younger the audience, the more they tend to develop negative attitudes
towards personalized advertisements, thus increasing the ad avoidance tendency. Lastly, one of
the interviewees noted that men tend to have higher ad avoidance tendencies and use more ad
blockers on their devices.

Ad Type:
Interviewees mentioned that the type of advertisements and their placement influence the
relationship between developing an attitude toward personalized advertisements and ad
avoidance tendency. The majority viewed pop-up advertisements as the most distracting type of
advertisements because it consumes most of the screen. Other advertising professionals also
viewed auto-playing videos with sounds as equally distracting as pop-up advertisements because
they distract users from what they are doing. According to the interviewees, large sticky banners
seemed to be the less annoying type of advertisements because they are placed either on the top,
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bottom, or sides of the pages, enabling users to achieve their desired goals when browsing the
internet.

Device Type:
All ten interviewees stated that users install ad blockers tools mainly on desktops or
laptops because they are easier to install. 2 of the interviewees further elaborated that mobile
phones come second in place and finally tablets. Another interviewee has stated that people are
shifting to installing ad blockers on mobile devices with technological advances rising in
popularity compared to desktops and laptops. It is expected that mobile phones will soon become
the top-used devices with ad blockers. Finally, another interviewee stated that users tend to use
ad blockers on apple devices more often and on google chrome more than any other browser.

4.1.1.5 Impact of Ad Blockers on the Advertising Industry:
The advertising professionals elaborated that advertising industries tend to lose part of
their revenue but still encourage advertisers to look for more convenient approaches to target
their audience. One of the advertising professionals stated that using ad blockers increases the
cost per click because fewer users receive the targeted advertisement. However, three advertising
professionals stated that the negative impact is not tremendous on the advertising industry
because advertisers always find different approaches to target their audience online. Another
professional noted that ad blockers have a minimal effect yet a significant benefit because they
allow advertisers to properly test whether users are interested in their ads and develop a proper
target audience.
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4.1.2: Professionals From Ad Blocker Companies Findings:
4.1.2.1 Perceived Benefits of Personalized Advertising:
All professionals from ad blocker companies have mentioned that the primary benefits of
personalized

advertisements are relevance and

usefulness—the benefit of targeting

advertisements results in people seeing products or services aligned with their interests or needs.
One of the interviewees further elaborated that advertisers benefit from personalized
advertisements to increase sales conversion.

4.1.2.2 Perceived Threats of Personalized Advertising:
Based on the in-depth interviews, the findings showed that the problem is that
personalized advertising goes hand in hand with tracking, which leads to the invasion of the right
to privacy. One of the interviewees further stated that targeted advertisements create a feeling
that one shares their personal life with other people and companies that use technologies to stalk
them constantly. Another interviewee stated that information leakage is a threat of targeted
advertisements, resulting in someone possessing detailed information about a user. Their profile
might be leaked, stolen, or used against them in different ways without their consent.

4.1.2.3 Attitude Toward Personalized Ads, Ad Avoidance and Ad Blocker Usage:
One of the interviewees indicated that the perceived threats of personalized
advertisements make people develop a negative attitude and seek the help and protection they
find in ad/content blockers, therefore reinforcing the tendency. Another interviewee noted that
once a negative attitude is developed, it encourages blocking intrusive visual ads and makes their
browsing more consistent by removing distracting elements that break the desired workflow.
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Interviewees further noted that the price of being ad-free junky is installing ad blockers.
However, one of the interviewees noted that the perceived threats are one of the causes of ad
avoidance and ad blocker usage, yet other factors could also contribute to reinforcing the ad
avoidance tendency.

4.1.2.4 Moderating Variables:
Demographics:
According to the interviewees, one mentioned that demographics positively impact the
relationship between the attitude towards personalized ads, ad avoidance tendency, and ad
blocker usage among tech-savvies aged between 20-40 years old. The other two interviewees
indicated that the higher the level of education, the more people are oriented towards privacy
awareness and how personalized advertisements function. None of the interviewees suggested
that gender might moderate the relationship of attitude towards personalized ads, ad avoidance
tendency, and ad blocker usage.

Ad Type:
The findings have shown that ad type positively impacts the relationship between the
attitude towards personalized ads, avoidance tendency, and ad blocker usage. All three
interviewees mentioned that advertisements in audio/video banners that fill up almost half the
screen with the inability to close it at the exact second are the most frustrating type of
advertisements. One of the interviewees further indicated that ad types that disrupt the workflow
increase ad avoidance tendency and encourage the use of ad blockers.
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Device Type:
One of the interviewees indicated that ad blocker usage on devices differs from one
country to another and the average age, but mobile devices generally encounter prominent usage
of ad blocker tools. Another interviewee stated that ad blockers are mainly used on laptop or
desktop devices. The third interviewee mentioned that he does not have statistics to indicate
which devices encounter the most usage of ad blocker tools.

4.1.2.5 Pros of Ad Blockers:
All three interviewees have mentioned that besides improving privacy and security, ad or
content blockers help enhance the efficiency of users’ online activity and browsing. Ad blockers
make websites look better and more user-friendly. They can also help protect people from certain
content (adult sites, comments). Moreover, an interviewee indicated that ad blocker companies
benefit from making money from users annoyed by targeted advertisements.

4.1.2.6 Cons of Ad Blockers:
While ad blockers might be significantly beneficial, one of the interviewees indicated that
ad or content blockers need to be comprehensive and easy to use; otherwise, they can cause
frustration, just like any other poorly designed service or app. Another interviewee mentioned
that a downside of ad blockers is that they may hamper scripts on web pages. This will corrupt
some of its critical components, impair its functionality, and provide users with a poor browsing
experience. They may notice some missing chunks or an error message on the screen.
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4.2 Survey Descriptive Statistics:
Once the survey was conducted, the data required cleaning. First, results were filtered to
those who had provided consent to proceed with the survey. The next step required removing any
duplicates or incomplete or irrelevant data. Moreover, the entire data set was coded using
numbers on a separate excel sheet. The descriptive analysis was done using the Statistical
Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) Software, version 28.

4.2.1 Perceived Benefits of Personalized Advertising
4.2.1.1 Perceived Relevance

Figure 8 - Results of Perceived Relevance

Figure 8 shows the perceptual statements used to examine the perceived relevance of
online advertisements. Table 3 presents the descriptive results of each statement in percentage
and its mean.
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Table 3 - Descriptive Results of Perceived Relevance

Perceptual
Statements

1Strongly
Disagree
(%)

2Disagree
(%)

3Neutral
(%)

4- Agree
(%)

5Strongly
Agree
(%)

Mean

Std.
Deviatio
n

I notice an
increasing amount
of advertising
online that is
relevant to my
needs

4

14.5

13.2

38.2

30.2

3.76

1.147

I prefer to see
online advertising
that is relevant to
my interests

7.1

7.8

22.6

37.3

25.2

3.66

1.146

Online ads do not
bother me when they
are relevant to my
needs

13.8

21

24.5

27.9

12.8

3.05

1.247

I'm more likely to
click on an online ad
that is customized to
what I care about

9.4

9.4

15.3

41.9

23.9

3.61

1.214

As shown in Table 3, 4% (19 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 14.5% (69
respondents) disagreed with noticing an increasing amount of online ads relevant to their needs.
13.2% (63 respondents) were neutral about noticing an increasing amount of online ads relevant
to their needs. On the other hand, most of the respondents noticed an increasing amount of online
ads relevant to their needs, where 38.2% (182 respondents) agreed, and 30.2% (144 respondents)
strongly agreed with the mentioned statement. As such, the mean of the perceptual statement is
3.76 and the std. Deviation is 1.147.
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7.1% (34 respondents) stated that they strongly disagree with preferring to see online
advertisements relevant to their needs. Moreover, 7.8% (37 respondents) stated that they disagree
with preferring to see online advertisements relevant to their needs. 22.6% (108 respondents) are
neutral about preferring to see online advertisements relevant to their needs. However, 37.3%
(178 respondents) agreed, and 25.2% (120 respondents) strongly agreed, preferring to see online
advertisements relevant to their needs. Based on the previously mentioned responses, the mean is
3.66 and the std. Deviation is 1.146.
13.8% (66 respondents) strongly disagreed that online advertising does not bother them if
they are relevant to their needs, and 21% (100 respondents) disagreed that online advertising
does not bother them if they are relevant to their needs. 24.5% (117 respondents) were neutral
about the statement that online advertising does not bother them if they are relevant to their
needs. 27.9 % (133 respondents) agreed that online advertising does not bother them if they are
relevant to their needs. Lastly, 12.8% (61 respondents) stated that they strongly agree that online
advertising does not bother them if they are relevant to their needs. As such, the mean is 3.05 to
this perceptual statement and the std. Deviation is 1.247.
According to the last statement, 9.4% (66 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 9.4% (66
respondents) disagreed that they are more likely to click on an online advertisement personalized
to their interests. 15.3% (73 respondents) were neutral about being more likely to click on an
online advertisement personalized to their interests. 41% (200 respondents) agreed, and 23.9%
(114 respondents) strongly agreed that they are more likely to click on an online advertisement
that is personalized to their interest. Based on the previously mentioned, the results indicate a
mean of 3.61 and the std. Deviation is 1.214.
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4.2.1.2 Perceived Usefulness

Figure 9 - Results of Perceived Usefulness

Figure 9 shows the perceptual statements used to examine the perceived usefulness of
online advertisements. Table 4 presents the descriptive results of each statement in percentage
and its mean.
According to Table 4 presenting the perceived usefulness, 5% (24 respondents) strongly
disagreed, and 8.6% (41 respondents) disagreed that they have learned about new products or
services from online advertisements. 12.8% (61 respondents) were neutral about learning about
new products or services from online advertisements. However, 49% (238 respondents) agreed,
and 23.7% (113 respondents) strongly agreed that they learned about new products or services
from online advertisements. Therefore, the mean is 3.79 and the std. Deviation is 1.265.
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Table 4 - Descriptive Results of Perceived Usefulness
1Strongly
Disagree
(%)

2Disagree
(%)

3Neutral
(%)

4- Agree
(%)

5Strongly
Agree
(%)

Mean

Std.
Deviation

I have learned about
new products or
services through
online ads

5

8.6

12.8

49.9

23.7

3.79

1.057

I would share my
personal information
to receive specific
monetary benefits,
including coupons,
cash incentives,
special offers, early
knowledge of sales,
etc.

25.8

26.6

22.6

16.6

8.4

2.55

1.265

I think personalized
ads provide useful
information

7.1

11.9

33.5

37.3

10.1

3.31

1.04

Perceptual
Statements

25.8% (123 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 26.6 (127 respondents) disagreed that
they would share their personal information to receive monetary benefits. 22.6% (108
respondents) were neutral about learning about the willingness to share their personal
information to receive monetary benefits. On the other hand, 16.6% (79 respondents) agreed, and
8.4% (40 respondents) strongly agreed that they would share their personal information to
receive monetary benefits. Based on the results of the current perceptual statement, the mean is
2.55 and the std. Deviation is 1.042.
Moreover, 7.1% (34 respondents) strongly disagreed that personalized ads provide useful
information. 11.9% (57 respondents) disagreed that personalized ads provide useful information,
and 33.5% (160 respondents) were neutral about the previously mentioned statement. 37.3%
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(178 respondents) agreed, and 10.1% (48 respondents) strongly agreed that personalized ads
provide useful information. As such, the mean is 3.31 and the std. Deviation is 1.1.113.

4.2.1.3 Perceived Credibility

Figure 10 - Results of Perceived Credibility

Figure 10 shows the perceptual statements used to examine the perceived credibility of
online advertisements. Table 5 presents the descriptive results of each statement in percentage
and its mean.
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Table 5 - Descriptive Results of Perceived Credibility

Perceptual
Statements

12Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
(%)
(%)

3Neutral
(%)

54- Agree Strongly
(%)
Agree
(%)

Mean

Std.
Deviation

I believe that online
advertisers are
interested in the
well-being of
consumers, not just
their own

25.2

32.5

26.6

11.1

4.6

2.38

1.113

I feel confident that
technological
advances make it
safe for me to share
my data online with
advertisers

30.4

35.6

21.4

6.6

4

2.20

1.087

I trust personalized
ads provided by
well-known brands

17.6

19.7

27.7

27.5

7.5

2.88

1.211

According to Table 5, 25.2% (120 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 32.5% (155
respondents) disagreed that they believe advertisers are interested in the well-being of their
consumers. 26.6% (127 respondents) were neutral in their belief that advertisers were interested
in the well-being of their consumers. However, 11.1% (53 respondents) agreed, and 4.6% (22
respondents) strongly agreed that they believe advertisers are interested in the well-being of their
consumers. As a result of the responses, the mean is 2.38 and the std. Deviation is 1.113.
Furthermore, 30.4% (145 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 35.6% (170 respondents)
disagreed that they feel confident that technological advances make sharing their data online
with advertisers safe. 21.4% (102 respondents) were neutral that they feel confident that
technological advances make it safe to share their data online with advertisers. However, 8.6%
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(41 respondents) agreed, and 4% (19 respondents) strongly agreed that they feel confident that
technological advances make it safe to share their data online with advertisers. Moreover, the
mean of the perceptual statement is noted as 2.20 and the std. Deviation is 1.087.
According to the last statement, 2.5% (12 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 9% (43
respondents) disagreed that they trust personalized advertisements by well-known brands. 20.8%
(99 respondents) were neutral that they trust personalized advertisements by well-known brands.
Nevertheless, 34.4% (164 respondents) agreed, and 33.3% (159 respondents) strongly agreed
that they trust personalized advertisements by well-known brands. Moreover, the mean is 2.88
and the std. Deviation is 1.211.

4.2.2 Perceived Threats of Personalized Advertising
4.2.2.1 Perceived Goal Impediment

Figure 11 - Results of Perceived Goal Impediment

Figure 11 shows the perceptual statements used to examine the perceived goal
impediment of online advertisements. Table 6 presents the descriptive results of each statement
in percentage and its mean.
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Table 6 - Descriptive Results of Perceived Goal Impediment

Perceptual
Statements

1Strongly
Disagree
(%)

2Disagree
(%)

3Neutral
(%)

4- Agree
(%)

5Strongly
Agree
(%)

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Personalized ads
irritate me when an
ad appears on an app
or browser

2.5

9

20.8

34.4

33.3

3.87

1.055

I see online ads as a
factor that negatively
affects my online
experience

3.1

17.4

26.6

33.5

19.3

3.48

1.084

I consider it to be a
good browsing
experience when I
am able to access the
useful website
content quickly

2.3

4.4

16.8

40.9

35.6

4.03

0.953

Indicated as the lowest chosen response, 2.5% (12 respondents) strongly disagreed that
personalized ads irritate them when appearing in apps or browsing the internet. Coming next, 9%
(43 respondents) disagree that personalized ads irritate them when appearing in apps or
on-browsers when they are surfing the web. 20.8% (99 respondents) noted that they are neutral
about being irritated when personalized ads show in apps or on the browser. On the other hand,
34.3% (164 respondents) agreed, and 33.3% (159 respondents) strongly agreed that personalized
ads appearing in apps or on the browser irritate the users. As such, the mean is 3.87 and the std.
Deviation is 1.055.
Moving on to the following perceptual statement, 3.1% (15 respondents) strongly
disagreed, and 17.4% (83 respondents) disagreed that online personalized ads negatively impact
their online experience. 26.6% (127 respondents) indicated neutrality about having their online
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experience negatively impacted by online ads. As the most chosen answer, 33.5% (160
respondents) noted that online ads negatively impact their online experience, whereas 19.3% (92
respondents) strongly agreed that online ads negatively impact their online experience. Based on
the previously mentioned, the mean is 3.48 and the std. Deviation is 1.084.
The final perceptual statement testing perceived goal impediment showed that 2.3% (11
respondents) strongly disagreed and 4.4% (21 respondents) disagreed that they consider a good
browsing experience when accessing useful website content quickly. 16.8% (80 respondents)
noted being neutral about the perceptual statement. Whereas the majority of the respondents,
40.9% (195 respondents), noted that they consider their browsing experience good when they
can access useful website content quickly. 35.6% (170 respondents) strongly agreed that they
consider a good browsing experience when accessing useful website content quickly. Based on
the previously mentioned, the mean is 4.03 and the std. Deviation is 0.953.

4.2.2.2 Privacy Concerns

Figure 12 - Results of Privacy Concerns
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Figure 12 shows the perceptual statements used to examine the privacy concerns of
online advertisements. Table 7 presents the descriptive results of each statement in percentage
and its mean.

Table 7 - Descriptive Results of Privacy Concerns

Perceptual
Statements

1Strongly
Disagree
(%)

2Disagree
(%)

3Neutral
(%)

4- Agree
(%)

5Strongly
Agree
(%)

Mean

Std.
Deviation

I feel uncomfortable
when my personal
information is shared
without my
permission

4

3.4

6.5

15.7

70.4

4.45

1.029

I am concerned about
collection of my
personal information
by personalized
advertisers, because
of what others might
do with it

2.3

6.5

11.7

26.2

53.2

4.22

1.036

I'm worried that my
information can be
used in ways that I
cannot predict

1.9

4.4

11.7

23.5

58.5

4.32

0.973

4% (19 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 3.4% (16 respondents) disagreed that they
feel uncomfortable sharing their personal information without their permission. 6.5% (31
respondents) were neutral, whereas 15.7% (75 respondents) agreed that they feel uncomfortable
sharing their data without permission. The majority of the respondents, 70.4% (336 respondents),
strongly agreed that they feel uncomfortable having their personal information shared without
permission. This notes an mean of 4.45 and the std. Deviation is 1.029.
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Following the next statement, 2.3% (11 respondents) strongly disagreed with being
concerned about collecting their data by advertisers because of what others might do with it.
6.5% (31 respondents) disagreed with the statement, and 11.7% (56) were neutral. 26.2% (125
respondents) agreed with this statement, and the majority of the respondents, 53.2% (254
respondents), strongly agreed that they were concerned about collecting their data by advertisers
because of what others might do with it. As such, the results of the mean were 4.22 and the std.
Deviation is 1.036.
The final statement focused on users being worried that their information could be used
in ways they cannot predict. The results showed that 1.9% (9 respondents) strongly disagreed,
and 4.4% (21 respondents) disagreed with the previously mentioned statement. 11.7% (56
respondents) were neutral. However, 23.5% (112 respondents) agreed, and 58.5% (279
respondents) strongly agreed that they are worried that their information can be used in ways that
they cannot predict. Based on the findings, the mean of the perceptual statement is 4.32 and the
std. Deviation is 0.973.

4.2.2.3 Ad Fraud and Malvertising

Figure 13 - Results of Ad Fraud and Malvertising
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Figure 13 shows the perceptual statements used to examine the ad fraud of online
advertisements. Table 8 presents the descriptive results of each statement in percentage and its
mean.

Table 8 - Descriptive Results of Ad Fraud and Malvertising

Perceptual Statements

1Strongly
Disagree
(%)

2Disagree
(%)

I worry that ads may be
infected with viruses,
spyware, or malware

3.8

8

15.5

I think that by blocking
ads I can protect
myself and my device
from malicious
advertisements

2.5

11.3

20.3

5Strongly
Agree
(%)

Mean

Std
Deviation

36.5

36.3

3.94

1.084

35.8

30

3.79

1.069

34- Agree
Neutral
(%)
(%)

About the statement stating whether users worry that online ads may be infected with
viruses or malware, 3.8% (18 respondents) strongly disagreed with the statement. 8% (38
respondents) disagreed and 15.5% (74 respondents) were neutral. A significant number of
respondents agreed with the statement, whereas 36.5% (174 respondents) agreed, and 36.3%
(173 respondents) strongly agreed. Thus, the mean is 3.94 and the std. Deviation is 1.084.
The second statement indicated that 2.5% (12 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 11.3%
(54 respondents) disagreed with thinking that blocking ads will protect their devices from
malicious ads. 20.3% (97 respondents) were neutral. On the other hand, 35.8% (171 respondents)
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agreed, and 30% (143 respondents) strongly agreed that they think blocking ads protects them
from malicious ads. As a result, the mean is 3.79 and the std. Deviation is 1.069.
4.2.2.4 Perceived Reactance

Figure 14 - Results of Perceived Reactance

Figure 14 shows the perceptual statements used to examine the perceived reactance to
online advertisements. Table 9 presents the descriptive results of each statement in percentage
and its mean.

Table 9 - Descriptive Results of Perceived Reactance

Perceptual Statements

12Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
(%)
(%)

3Neutral
(%)

4- Agree
(%)

5Strongly
Agree
(%)

Mean

Std
Deviation

I feel personalized
advertising is forced
upon me

2.5

9.6

24.1

35

28.7

3.78

1.046

I think personalized
ads limit my freedom
to watch other ads

3.8

21.4

34.2

27

13.6

3.25

1.057
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As indicated in Table 9, 2.5% (12 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 9.6% (46
respondents) disagreed that they feel that personalized ads are forced upon them. A significant
number of respondents of 24.1% (115 respondents) indicated neutrality about feeling
personalized ads is forced upon them. A majority of 35% (167 respondents) agreed, and 28.7%
(137 respondents) strongly agreed with the statement. As a result, the mean is indicated as 3.78
and a std. Deviation of 1.046.
The next statement asked respondents whether they think personalized ads limit their
freedom to watch other ads. 3.8% strongly disagreed, and 21.4% (102) disagreed with the
statement based on the findings. 34.2% (163 respondents) were neutral, 27% (129 respondents)
agreed and 13.6% (65 respondents) strongly agreed with the statement. This resulted in a mean
of 3.25 and the std. Deviation is 1.057.

4.2.2.5 Ethical Concerns

Figure 15 - Results of Ethical Concerns
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Figure 15 shows the perceptual statements used to examine ethical concerns of online
advertisements. Table 10 presents the descriptive results of each statement in percentage and its
mean.

Table 10 - Descriptive Results of Ethical Concerns
1Strongly
Disagree
(%)

2Disagree
(%)

3Neutral
(%)

I tend to ignore
online
advertisements that
does not reflect my
beliefs and values

2.7

5.9

I think personalized
ads unethically
collect the data of
vulnerable audiences
(eg. children)

1.7

7.3

Perceptual
Statements

4- Agree
(%)

5Strongly
Agree
(%)

Mean

Std.
Deviation

15.3

35

41.1

4.06

1.021

23.3

32.5

35.2

3.92

1.013

Based on Table 10, 2.7% (13 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 5.9% (28 respondents)
disagreed with the tendency to ignore online ads that do not reflect their beliefs or values. 15.3%
(73 respondents) were neutral. 35% (167 respondents) agreed, and the majority, 41.1% (477
respondents), noted that they strongly agree that they tend to ignore ads that do not reflect their
values or beliefs. As a result, a mean of 4.06 and st Deviation of 1.021 was indicated.
Furthermore, 1.7% (8 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 7.3% (35 respondents)
disagreed that they think personalized ads unethically collect data from vulnerable audiences.
23.3% (111 respondents) were neutral. 32.5% (155 respondents) agreed, while 35.3% (168
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respondents) strongly agreed with the statement. Based on the results, a mean of 3.92 and std.
Deviation of 1.013 was indicated.

4.2.3 Attitude Toward Personalized Advertising
The section below presents the descriptive statistics of respondents' attitudes towards
personalized ads. A set of statements was given to measure the personalized ad acceptance and
ad avoidance, whether cognitive, affective, or behavioral.

Figure 16 - Results of Attitudes of Ad Acceptance

Figure 16 shows the perceptual statements used to examine the attitude of accepting
personalized advertisements. Table 11 presents the descriptive results of each statement in
percentage and its mean.
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Table 11 - Descriptive Results of Attitudes of Ad Acceptance

Perceptual
Statements

12Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
(%)
(%)

3Neutral
(%)

4- Agree
(%)

5Strongly
Agree
(%)

Mean

Std.
Deviatio
n

The information in
the ad makes me
feel that I am a
unique customer

19.5

39.4

29.4

8.8

2.9

2.36

0.988

I love seeing
personalized
advertisements
based on my online
browsing history

19.1

26

33.3

17.2

4.4

2.62

1.108

Generally, I consider
Internet advertising
to be a good thing

13

15.3

38.8

27

5.9

2.97

1.086

According to Table 11, 19.5% (93 respondents) strongly disagreed and 39.4% (188
respondents) disagreed that information in the advertisements make them feel unique customers.
29.4% (140 respondents) were neutral about the statement. The minority of respondents
indicated that they do feel unique customers through the information provided in the
advertisements, where 8.8% (42 respondents) agreed and 2.9% (14 respondents) strongly agreed
with the statement. As a result, the mean is 2.36 and the std. Deviation is 0.988.
Moreover, 19.1% (91 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 26% (124 respondents)
disagreed that they love seeing personalized ads based on their browsing history. The majority of
the respondents, 33.3% (159 respondents), were neutral about the statement. A few respondents
have agreed with the statement, as 17.2% (82 respondents) agreed, and 4.4% (21 respondents)
strongly agreed that they love seeing personalized ads based on their browsing history. The
previously mentioned results indicated a mean of 2.62 and std. Deviation of 1.108.
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Lastly, 13% (62 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 15.3% (73 respondents) disagreed
with the statement that they consider online advertising a good thing. 35.8% (171 respondents)
were neutral. 16.8% (80 respondents) agreed, and 15.7% (75 respondents) strongly agreed with
the statement. As a result, the mean is indicated as 2.97 and a std. Deviation of 1.086.

Figure 17 - Results of Attitudes of Ad Avoidance

Figure 17 presents the level of the attitudes of advertising avoidance to personalized
advertising. Table 12 presents the descriptive results of each statement in percentage and its
mean.
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Table 12 - Descriptive Results of Attitudes of Ad Avoidance

Perceptual
Statements

12Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
(%)
(%)

3Neutral
(%)

4- Agree
(%)

5Strongly
Agree
(%)

Mean

Std.
Deviatio
n

It would be better if
there were no
personalized
advertisement

4.2

27.5

35.8

16.8

15.7

3.12

1.107

I take action to
avoid ads on the
Internet

3.1

15.7

25.6

34

21.6

3.55

1.089

Based on the results shown in Table 12, 4.2% strongly disagreed that it would be better if
there were no personalized ads. 27.5% (131 respondents) disagreed with the statement, which
encountered the second most significant response by the respondents. The majority of the
respondents were neutral, resulting in 35.8% (171 respondents). 16.8% (80 respondents) agreed,
and 15.7% (75 respondents) strongly agreed with the statements. The results indicated a mean of
3.12 and a std. Deviation of 1.107.
Moreover, 3.1% (15 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 15.7% (75 respondents)
disagreed with taking action to avoid personalized ads on the internet. 25.6% (122 respondents)
were neutral. Nevertheless, 34% (162 respondents) agreed, and 21.6% (103 respondents)
strongly agreed with the statement. Based on the results, the mean is 3.55 and the std. Deviation
is 1.089.
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4.2.4 Advertising Avoidance Tendency

Figure 18 - Results of Ad Avoidance

Figure 18 presents the descriptive statistics of ad avoidance, divided into cognitive,
affective, or behavioral. Table 13 presents the descriptive results of each statement in percentage
and its mean.
According to cognitive avoidance, the majority of the participants agreed to ignore online
ads intentionally. As a result, 37.3% (178 respondents) agreed with the statement, and 23.9%
(114 respondents) strongly agreed. 23.3% (111 respondents) were neutral. A lower number of
responses disagreed with the statement, resulting in 1.7% (8 respondents) strongly disagreeing
and 13.8% (66 respondents) disagreeing. Based on the results, the mean is 3.68 and the std.
Deviation is 1.037. Moreover, 24.1% (115 respondents) agreed, and 18.7% (89 respondents)
strongly agreed to never look at anything that looks like an advertisement. 22.6% (108
respondents) were neutral about the statement. 4.2% (20 respondents) strongly disagreed, and
30.4% (145 respondents) disagreed with the statement. Therefore, the mean is indicated as 3.23
and the std. Deviation as 1.188.
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Table 13 - Descriptive Results of Ad Avoidance

Perceptual
Statements

1Strongly
Disagree
(%)

2Disagree
(%)

3Neutra
l (%)

1.7

13.8

23.3

37.3

30.4

22.6

I intentionally
ignore ads on the
Internet
I almost never
look at anything
that looks like an
advertisement
online

4.2

54- Agree Strongly
(%)
Agree
(%)

Mean

Std.
Deviatio
n

23.9

3.68

1.037

24.1

18.7

3.23

1.188

I hate ads on the
Internet

4

17.8

29.4

25.4

23.5

3.47

1.147

I have no
tolerance of
personalized ads

5.7

26.2

36.3

17.4

14.5

3.09

1.112

I tried to set an
"ad blocker"
(program that
blocks the display
of advertisements
on the web) to
avoid customized
advertisements

10.1

26.6

17.2

20.8

25.4

3.25

1.354

I usually exit the
website I'm
visiting not to see
personalized
advertisements

7.8

28.1

27

23.9

13.2

3.07

1.165

Moving on to affective avoidance, most of the responses indicated neutrality towards
hating online advertisements or disagreeing with the statement. 29.4% (140 respondents) were
neutral. 4% (19 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 17.8% (85 respondents) disagreed with the
statement. On the other hand, many respondents agreed with the statement. 25.4% (121
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respondents) agreed, and 23.5% (112 respondents) strongly agreed with hating online
advertisements. The findings resulted in a mean of 3.47 and a std. Deviation of 1.147. Moreover,
17,4% (83 respondents) agreed, and 14.5% (69 respondents) strongly agreed to have no tolerance
for personalized ads. 36.3% (173 respondents) were neutral. 5.7% (27 respondents) strongly
disagreed, and 26.2 (125 respondents) disagreed with the statement. Based on the findings, the
mean is 3.09 and the std. Deviation is 1.112.
Lastly, to measure behavioral avoidance, the following results were obtained. 10.1% (48
respondents) strongly disagreed, and 26.6% (127 respondents) disagreed with using ad blocker
tools to avoid personalized advertisements. 17.2% (82 respondents) were neutral about the
statement. 20.8% (99 respondents) agreed, and 25.4% (121 respondents) strongly agreed to use
ad blockers to avoid personalized ads. As a result, a mean of 3.25 and std. Deviation of 1.354
were indicated. Furthermore, 7.8% (37 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 28.1% (134
respondents) disagreed with exiting a website they are visiting not to see personalized ads. 27%
(129 respondents) were neutral. 23.9% (114 respondents) agreed, and 13.2% (63 respondents)
strongly agreed with the statement, resulting in a mean of 3.07 and a std. Deviation is 1.165.

4.2.5 Ad Blockers Usage

Figure 19 - Results of Ad Blockers Usage
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Based on Figure 19, 44.4% (212 respondents) indicated that they had not used ad
blockers before. On the other hand, 55.6% (265 respondents) have used ad blockers before.
Based on the results, the respondents were split into two halves where a slight majority have
used ad blockers before.

Figure 20 - Results of Duration of Using Ad Blockers

According to Figure 20, 9.6% (46 respondents) noted to have used ad blockers for less
than three months, 4% (19 respondents) have been using ad blockers between 3 to less than 6
months, 2.9% (14 respondents) have been using ad blockers for a duration of 6 to less than 9
months, 2.3% (11 respondents) have been using ad blockers for between 9 months and less than
a year, and 37.3% (178 respondents) to have used ad blockers for more than a year.
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Figure 21 - Results of On Which Websites To Block Advertisements

To specify the top websites on which ad blockers are applied, respondents were asked to
select their top 3. 33.5% (160 respondents) chose news websites, 39.4% (188 respondents) chose
entertainment websites, 18.2% (87 respondents) chose sports websites, 26.2% (125 respondents)
chose games websites, 21% (100 respondents) chose business websites, 32.1% (153 respondents)
chose social networking websites and 21.4% (102 respondents) chose blog sites. 1,2% (6
respondents) chose the "other" option, adding Youtube, Email, Movie Streaming Websites, and
Google, and another 2.6% (13 respondents) have noted having their ad blockers set on all
websites.
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Figure 22 - Results of Ad Blockers Usage

Figure 22 shows to what extent users use ad blockers. Table 14 presents the descriptive
results of each statement in percentage and its mean.

Table 14 - Descriptive Results of Ad Blockers Usage

Perceptual Statements

1Strongly
Disagree
(%)

2Disagree
(%)

534- Agree Strongly
Neutral
(%)
Agree
(%)
(%)

I use Ad blockers most
of the time I spend
online

20.5

24.1

19.3

17

I always use Ad
blockers when I surf
the internet

19.5

25.8

21.8

I use Ad Blockers on 2
devices or more

23.5

29.8

19.7

Mean

Std.
Deviation

19.1

2.9

1.411

14.9

18

2.86

1.376

13.4

13.6

2.65

1.338
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According to Table 14, 20.5% (98 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 24.1% (115
respondents) disagreed with using ad blockers most of the time they spent online. 19.3% (92
respondents) were neutral. On the other hand, 17% (81 respondents) agreed, and 19.1% (91
respondents) strongly agreed with using ad blockers most of the time they spent online. Based on
the previously mentioned, the mean is 2.9 and the std. Deviation is 1.411.
19.5% (93 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 25.8% (123 respondents) disagreed with
always using ad blockers when they surf the web. 21.8% (104 respondents) were neutral. 14.9%
(71 respondents) agreed, and 18% (86 respondents) strongly agreed with always using ad
blockers when surfing the internet. Based on the findings, a mean of 2.86 and std. Deviation of
1.376 were indicated.
Finally, 23.5% (112 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 29.8% (142 respondents)
disagreed with using ad blockers on 2 or more devices. 19.7% (94 respondents) were neutral.
The lowest number of responses agreed or strongly agreed to use ad blockers on 2 or more
devices. 13.4% (64 respondents) agreed, and 13.6% (65 respondents) strongly agreed with the
statement. Therefore, the mean is 2.64 and the std. Deviation is 1.338.

4.2.6 Moderating Variables
This section will present the descriptive statistics of the three moderating variables,
which are ad type, device type, and demographics.
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4.2.6.1 Ad Type

Figure 23 - Results of Ad Type

According to Figure 23, most users have chosen auto-playing videos with sound as the
most annoying ad, whereas 37.5% (179 respondents) opted for this choice. 26.8% (128
respondents) have chosen ads with a countdown as the second most annoying ads. Furthermore,
24.7% (118 respondents) have chosen pop-up ads as the most annoying type of ads. Finally,
10.9% (52 respondents) have chosen large sticky banner ads as the most annoying online ad type.

4.2.6.2 Device Type

Figure 24 - Results of Device Type
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Based on Figure 24, 31.4% (150 respondents) have claimed to use ad blockers on their
mobile devices. 51.6% (246 respondents) have chosen to use ad blockers on laptops or desktops,
and accordingly, it was the most chosen device to have been used in relevance to ad blockers
usage. 11.5% (55 respondents) noted using ad blockers on their tablets. On the other hand, 38.8%
(185 of the respondents) have noted not using ad blockers on any of the devices.

Figure 25 - Results of Ad Blockers Usage on Different Devices

Figure 25 shows to what extent users use ad blockers on different device types. Table 15
presents the descriptive results of each statement in percentage and its mean.
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Table 15 - Descriptive Results of Ad Blockers Usage on Different Devices
1Strongly
Disagree
(%)

2Disagree
(%)

3Neutral
(%)

4- Agree
(%)

5Strongly
Agree
(%)

Mean

Std.
Deviation

I prefer to see ads
in-app on my
smartphone rather
than a
desktop/laptop?

26.2

25.4

26.2

17.4

4.8

2.49

1.189

I prefer to see ads
in-app on my tablet
rather than a
desktop/laptop?

27.7

28.9

30.6

9.6

3.1

2.32

1.074

I prefer to see ads
in-app on my
smartphone rather
than a tablet?

24.3

23.3

30.8

17

4.6

2.54

1.163

Perceptual
Statements

According to Table 15, 26.2% (125 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 25.4% (121
respondents) disagreed with preferring to see ads on smartphones rather than on desktops or
laptops. 26.2% (125 respondents) were neutral. 17.4% (83 respondents) agreed, and 4.8% (23
respondents) strongly agreed with the statement. Based on the results, a mean of 2.49 and st
Deviation if 1.189 were indicated.
Moreover, 27.7% (132 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 28.9% (138 respondents)
disagreed with preferring to see ads on their tablets rather than on desktops or laptops. 30.6%
(146 respondents) were neutral, 9.6% (46 respondents) agreed, and 3.1% (15 respondents)
strongly agreed with the statement. The mean of 2.32 and a std. Deviation of 1.074 were
indicated.
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Lastly, 24.3% (116 respondents) strongly disagreed, and 23.2% (111 respondents)
disagreed with preferring to see ads on their mobile phones rather than on tablets. 30.8% (147
respondents) were neutral, 17% (81 respondents) agreed, and 4.6% (22 respondents) strongly
agreed with the statement. As a result, the mean of 2.54 and std. Deviation of 1.163 were
indicated.

4.2.6.3 Demographics

Figure 26 - Gender Results

Demographics was considered a moderating variable to measure whether it impacts the
relationship between the independent and dependent variables. Gender was considered under the
demographics, and as indicated in Figure 25, 76,7% (366 respondents) were female, and 23.3%
(111 respondents) were male. According to Statista (2021), more women spend more time on
social media than men. Moreover, Sørum et al. (2021) have found that women have reported
being more concerned about privacy issues. Based on the previously mentioned justifications,
women were more likely interested in contributing to the online survey compared to men.
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Figure 27 - Age Results
According to the age, 0.6% (3 respondents) were below 18, 35.6% (170 respondents)
were aged between 18 to less than 25 years old, 35.6% (170 respondents) were aged between 25
to less than 35 years old, 10.1% (48 respondents) were aged between 35 to less than 45 years old,
and 18% (86 respondents) were aged above 45 years old.

Figure 28 - Level of Education Results
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As for the level of education, 0.2% (1 respondent) indicated having a degree between
high school and a college degree, 4.6% (22 respondents) were high school graduates, 13.4% (64
respondents) were undergraduate students, 42.6% (203 respondents) were holders of a bachelor's
degree, 30.8% (147 respondents) were holders of a master's degree, and 8.2% (39 respondents)
were holders of Ph.D. degrees. Based on the previously mentioned, most of the respondents were
holders of a bachelor's or master's degree.

4.3 Reliability Measurement
Table 16 - Reliability Measurement
Constructs

Number of Items

Cronbach's Alpha

Perceived Benefits

10

0.840

Perceived Threats

12

0.861

Attitude Towards Personalized Ads

5

0.090

Ad Avoidance Tendency

6

0.878

Moderating Variables

10

0.840

Table 16 presents the Cronbach's Alpha test results that were collected. As seen in the
table, perceived benefits reached 0.840 (84%), perceived threats reached 0.861 (86.1%), ad
avoidance tendency reached 0.878 (87.8), and the moderating variables reached 0.840 (84%).
The previously mentioned variables are considered highly reliable for reaching a Cronbach's
alpha of nearly 0.9 (90%), indicating a high level of reliability (George & Mallery, 2003). On the
other hand, attitude towards personalized advertising has reached a massively low Cronbach's
alpha value of 0.09 (9%), which could result from the small-sized sample.
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4.4 Survey Inferential Statistics - Simple Linear Regression Analysis:
Using SPSS, version 28, the researcher used a simple linear regression to analyze the
relationship between the independent and dependent variables and the impact of the moderating
variables on the relationship between the independent and dependent variables. Figure 29 shows
the results of the inferential statistics of the hypotheses, and the following section will describe
the inferential analysis of each hypothesis in detail.

Figure 29 - Significance of Proposed Model
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4.4.1 H1: Perceived Benefits Impacts Attitudes Towards Personalized Advertising
Table 17.1 - Significance of Relationship Between Perceived Benefits and Attitude
Towards Personalized Ads
ANOVAa
Model

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

df

F

1

Regression
20.864
1
20.864
Residual
97.978
475
.206
Total
118.842
476
a. Dependent Variable: VAR3 ATTITUDE
b. Predictors: (Constant), VAR1 PERCEIVED BENEFITS

Sig.

101.150

<.001b

Table 17.2 - Coefficients of the Regression of Perceived Benefits and Attitude
Towards Personalized Ads

Model
1

Coefficients
Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
Beta
2.044
.090

(Constant)
VAR1 PERCEIVED
.283
BENEFITS
a. Dependent Variable: VAR3 ATTITUDE

.028

.419

t

Sig.

22.663

<.001

10.057

<.001

In the first hypothesis, a simple linear regression was used to predict the relationship
between the independent variable, perceived benefits, and the dependent variable, attitudes
towards personalized ads. According to Table 17.1, an F-Value of 101.150 was determined with
1 and 475 degrees of freedom (df). Table 17.2 shows that b= 0.419, t= 10.057, and p< .001. The
significance value (p-value) is less than 0.001. As a result, a significant regression equation was
successfully found as F (1,47) = 101.15, p< 0.001. Therefore, the findings indicate a significant
relationship between the independent and dependent variables.
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4.4.2 H2: Perceived Threats Impacts Attitudes Towards Personalized Advertising
Table 18.1 - Significance of Relationship Between Perceived Threats and Attitude
Towards Personalized Ads
ANOVAa
Model
Sum of Squares
df
Mean Square
1 Regression
7.474
1
7.474
Residual
111.369
475
.234
Total
118.842
476
a. Dependent Variable: VAR3 ATTITUDE
b. Predictors: (Constant), VAR2 PERCEIVED THREATS

F
31.876

Sig.
<.001b

Table 18.2 - Coefficients of the Regression of Perceived Threats and Attitude
Towards Personalized Ads

Model
1

Coefficients
Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
Beta
2.171
.136

16.026

<.001

.034

5.646

<.001

(Constant)
VAR2 PERCEIVED
.192
THREATS
a. Dependent Variable: VAR3 ATTITUDE

.251

t

Sig.

The linear regression aimed to predict the relationship between perceived threats and
attitudes toward personalized advertisements. As shown in Table 18.1, an F-Value of 31.876 was
determined with 1 and 475 degrees of freedom (df). Table 18.2 has shown that b=0.251, t= 5.646,
and p< .001. As the significance level is less than 0.001, a significant regression equation is
successfully found as F(1,475) = 31.867, p< 0.001. Based on the previously mentioned, it is
significant that perceived threats are directly related to negative attitudes towards personalized
advertisements.
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4.4.3 H3: Attitude Towards Personalized Advertising Impacts Ad Avoidance Tendency
Table 19.1 - Significance of Relationship Between Attitude Towards Personalized Ads
and Ad Avoidance Tendency
ANOVAa
Sum of
Model
Squares
df
Mean Square
1 Regression
8.512
1
8.512
Residual
396.865
475
.836
Total
405.376
476
a. Dependent Variable: VAR4 AD AVOIDANCE
b. Predictors: (Constant), VAR3 ATTITUDE

F
10.188

Sig.
.002b

Table 19.2 - Coefficients of the Regression of Attitude Towards Personalized Ads
and Ad Avoidance Tendency
Coefficients
Model
1

Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
Beta
2.512
.249

10.094

<.001

.145

3.192

.002

(Constant)
VAR3
.268
.084
ATTITUDE
a. Dependent Variable: VAR4 AD AVOIDANCE

t

Sig.

Hypothesis 3 aimed to predict the relationship between the attitude towards personalized
advertisements and the ad avoidance tendency. According to Table 19.1, an F-Value of 10.188
was determined with 1 and 475 degrees of freedom (df). Moreover, results have shown that b=
0.145, t= 2.192, and p=0.002. Therefore, a significant regression equation was determined as
F(1,475) = 10.188, p< 0.001. With a p< 0.001, the results show a significance of the relationship
between the independent and dependent variables.
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4.4.4 H4: Attitude Towards Personalized Advertising Impacts Ad Blockers Usage
Table 20.1 - Significance of Relationship Between Attitude Towards Personalized Ads
and Ad Blocker Usage
ANOVAa
Model
Regression

Sum of
Squares
3.513

df

1

Residual
774.323
Total
777.836
a. Dependent Variable: AD BLOCKER USAGE
b. Predictors: (Constant), VAR3 ATTITUDE

Mean Square
1

3.513

475
476

1.630

F
2.155

Sig.
.143b

Table 20.2 - Coefficients of the Regression of Attitude Towards Personalized Ads
and Ad Blocker Usage
Coefficients
Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
Model
B
Std. Error
Beta
(Constant)
2.297
0.348
1
VAR3 ATTITUDE
0.172
0.117
0.067
a. Dependent Variable: AD BLOCKER USAGE

t
6.607
1.468

Sig.
0.000
0.143

The fourth hypothesis aimed to predict whether there is a relation between the attitude
towards personalized advertisements (independent variable) and the usage of ad blockers
(dependent variable). The findings determined an F-Value of 2.155 with 1 and 475 degrees of
freedom (df). Moreover, it was determined that b= 0.067, t= 1.468, and p=0.143. This has shown
that the relationship between the two variables are statistically insignificant.
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4.4.5 H5: Advertising Avoidance Tendency Impacts Ad Blocker Usage
Table 21.1 - Significance of Relationship Between Ad Avoidance Tendency and Ad Blocker Usage
ANOVAa
Model
Regression

Sum of
Squares
178.890

df

1

Residual
598.945
Total
777.836
a. Dependent Variable: AD BLOCKER USAGE
b. Predictors: (Constant), VAR4 AD AVOIDANCE

Mean Square
1
475
476

F

178.890 141.871

Sig.
<.001b

1.261

Table 21.2 - Coefficients of the Regression of Ad Avoidance Tendency and Ad Blocker Usage
Coefficients
Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
Beta
0.611
0.191

Model

(Constant)
VAR4 AD
0.664
AVOIDANCE
a. Dependent Variable: AD BLOCKER USAGE
1

0.056

0.480

t

Sig.

3.201

0.001

11.911

0.000

The fifth hypothesis aimed to predict whether there is a relation between the ad avoidance
tendency (independent variable) and the usage of ad blockers (dependent variable). The findings
determined an F-Value of 141.871 with 1 and 475 degrees of freedom (df). Table 21.2 has shown
that b= 0.480, t= 11.911, and p=0.000. Since p<0.001, a regression equation was developed as
F(1,475) = 141.871, p=0.000. The results determine that the relationship between the variables is
significant.
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4.4.6 H6: The Moderating Variables Impact the Relationship Between Attitude and Ad
Avoidance Tendency
4.4.6.1 Demographics
Table 22.1 - Significance of Demographics as Moderating Variable
ANOVAa
Model
Sum of Squares
df
1
Regression
57.474
11
Residual
347.268
464
Total
404.742
475
a. Dependent Variable: VAR4 AD AVOIDANCE
b. Predictors: (Constant), DEMOGRAPHICS

Mean Square
5.225
.748

F
6.981

Sig.
<.001b

Table 22.2 - Coefficients of the Regression of Demographics as Moderating Variable

Model
1

Coefficients
Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
Beta
2.880
.256
.354
.083
.190
.493
.511
.042

(Constant)
VAR3 ATTITUDE
AGE=Less than 18
AGE=25 to less than
.012
35
AGE=35 to less than
.262
45
AGE=45 or older
.085
High School Graduate
.058
Undergraduate
.142
Masters Degree
-.067PhD Degree
.107
Gender
.135
a. Dependent Variable: VAR4 AD AVOIDANCE

t

Sig.

11.230
4.249
.964

<.001
<.001
.336

.106

.006

.112

.911

.156

.086

1.683

.093

.138
.199
.136
.100
.166
.095

.035
.013
.053
-.034.032
.062

.614
.289
1.044
-.673.644
1.411

.540
.773
.297
.502
.520
.159

As shown in Tables 22.1 and 22.2, H6 aimed to predict whether the moderating variable
of demographics impacts the relationship between the independent variable of attitudes towards
personalized ads and the dependent variable of ad avoidance tendency. An F-Value of 6.981 was
determined with 11 and 464 degrees of freedom (df). Based on the significance levels, it has
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been indicated that there is no significance of the impact of the demographics variable, whether
age, gender, or level of education.

4.4.6.2 Ad Type
Table 23.1 - Significance of Ad Type as Moderating Variable
ANOVAa
Model
Sum of Squares
df
Mean Square
1 Regression
10.798
4
2.700
Residual
394.578
472
.836
Total
405.376
476
a. Dependent Variable: VAR4 AD AVOIDANCE
b. Predictors: (Constant), TYPE OF ADS

F
3.229

Sig.
.012b

Table 23.2 - Coefficients of the Regression of Ad Type as Moderating Variable

Model
1

Coefficients
Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
Beta
2.587
.256
.258
.084
.140

10.088
3.063

<.001
.002

-.028-

-.502-

.616

-.079-.003-

-1.556-.061-

.120
.951

(Constant)
VAR3 ATTITUDE
Auto-playing Video
Ads with Sound
-.053.106
Prestitial
Large Sticky Ads
-.234.150
Pop-up Ads
-.007.117
a. Dependent Variable: VAR4 AD AVOIDANCE,

t

Sig.

Ad type is the second moderating variable aimed to predict whether it impacts the
relationship between the independent variable of attitudes towards personalized ads and the
dependent variable of ad avoidance tendency. According to the findings, an F-Value of 3.229 was
determined with 4 and 472 degrees of freedom (df). However, the findings have shown that the
moderating variable is statistically insignificant because the p-values are greater than 0.05.
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4.4.6.3 Device Type
Table 24.1 - Significance of Device Type as Moderating Variable
ANOVAa
Model
Sum of Squares
df
Mean Square
1 Regression
57.474
11
5.225
Residual
347.268
464
.748
Total
404.742
475
a. Dependent Variable: VAR4 AD AVOIDANCE
b. Predictors: (Constant), DEVICE TYPE, VAR3 ATTITUDE

F
6.981

Sig.
<.001b

Table 24.2 - Coefficients of the Regression of Ad Type as Moderating Variable
Coefficients
Unstandardized
Model
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
1 (Constant)
2.880
.256
VAR3 ATTITUDE
.354
.083
DEVICE TYPE
-.290.039
a. Dependent Variable: VAR4 AD AVOIDANCE

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
.190
-.330-

t
11.230
4.249
-7.475-

Sig.
<.001
<.001
<.001

The device type was the third moderating variable chosen to predict whether it impacts
the relationship between the independent variable of attitudes towards personalized ads and the
dependent variable of ad avoidance tendency. The results have shown b= -0.330, t= -7.475, and
p< 0.001. An F-Value of 6.981 was determined with 11 and 464 degrees of freedom (df). Based
on the results in Tables 24.1 and 24.2, a significant regression equation was determined as
F(11,464) = 6.981, p< 0.001. With a p< 0.001, the results show a statistical significance of the
moderating variable on the relationship between the independent and dependent variables.
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4.4.7 H7: The Moderating Variables Impact the Relationship Between Attitude and Ad
Blocker Usage
4.4.7.1 Demographics
Table 25.1 - Significance of Demographics as Moderating Variable
ANOVAa
Model
Sum of Squares
df
Mean Square
1 Regression
61.174
11
5.561
Residual
716.443
464
1.544
Total
777.617
475
a. Dependent Variable: AD BLOCKER USAGE
b. Predictors: (Constant), DEMOGRAPHICS

F
3.602

Sig.
<.001b

Table 25.2 - Coefficient of the Regression of Demographics as Moderating Variable

Model
1

Coefficients
Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
Beta
2.135
.368
.141
.120
.054
.427
.734
.026
.152
.034
.091

(Constant)
VAR3 ATTITUDE
AGE=Less than 18
AGE=25 to less
than 35
AGE=35 to less
.239
.224
than 45
AGE=45 or older
-.064.199
High School
.045
.286
Graduate
Undergraduate
-.086.195
Masters Degree
.036
.143
PhD Degree
.439
.239
Gender
.746
.137
a. Dependent Variable: AD BLOCKER USAGE

t

Sig.

5.795
1.174
.581
.598

<.001
.241
.562
.550

.056

1.069

.286

-.019.007

-.323.158

.747
.874

-.023.013
.094
.246

-.441.250
1.836
5.441

.659
.803
.067
<.001

H7 aimed to predict whether the moderating variable, demographics, impacts the
relationship between attitudes towards personalized ads and ad blocker usage. An F-Value of
3.602 was determined with 11 and 464 degrees of freedom (df). The findings have shown no
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significance in the demographics variable, whether age or level of education, as the p-values are
greater than 0.05. On the other hand, gender has shown significance with a p< 0.001.

4.4.7.2 Ad Type
Table 26.1 - Significance of Ad Type as Moderating Variable
ANOVAa
Sum of
Squares
Regression
9.381
1
Residual
768.454
Total
777.836
a. Dependent Variable: AD BLOCKER USAGE
Model

df

Mean Square
4
472
476

2.345
1.628

F
1.441

Sig.
.219b

b. Predictors: (Constant), TYPE OF ADS

Table 26.2 - Coefficient of the Regression of Ad Type as Moderating Variable
Coefficients
Model
(Constant)
VAR3 ATTITUDE

1

Unstandardized
Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
Beta
2.396
0.358
0.154
0.118
0.060

t

Sig.

6.696
1.311

0.000
0.191

Auto-playing Video
Ads with Sound
Prestitial

-0.041

0.148

-0.015

-0.276

0.783

Large Sticky Ads

-0.356

0.210

-0.087

-1.696

0.091

0.027

0.163

0.009

0.165

0.869

Pop-up Ads

a. Dependent Variable: AD BLOCKER USAGE
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Secondly, the ad type aims to predict whether it impacts the relationship between the
independent variable of attitudes towards personalized ads and the dependent variable of ad
blocker usage. According to Table 26.1, an F-Value of 1.441 was determined with 4 and 472
degrees of freedom (df). The results have shown that ad type is statistically insignificant because
the p-value is greater than 0.05.

4.4.7.3 Device Type
Table 27.1 - Significance of Device Type as Moderating Variable
ANOVAa
Sum of
Model
Squares
df
Mean Square
1
Regression
61.174
11
5.561
Residual
716.443
464
1.544
Total
777.617
475
a. Dependent Variable: AD BLOCKER USAGE
b. Predictors: (Constant), DEVICE TYPE, VAR3 ATTITUDE

F
3.602

Sig.
<.001b

Table 27.2 - Coefficient of Device Type as Moderating Variable
Coefficients
Unstandardized
Standardized
Model
Coefficients
Coefficients
B
Std. Error
Beta
1
(Constant)
2.135
.368
VAR3 ATTITUDE
.141
.120
.054
DEVICE TYPE
-.001.056
-.001a. Dependent Variable: AD BLOCKER USAGE

t
5.795
1.174
-.022-

Sig.
<.001
.241
.983

Lastly, the device type aims to predict whether it impacts the relationship between the
independent variable of attitudes towards personalized ads and the dependent variable of ad
blocker usage. The results have shown b= -0.01 and t= -0.22. An F-Value of 3.602 was
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determined with 11 and 464 degrees of freedom (df). Based on the results, the device type is
statistically insignificant because the p-value equals 0.983, which is greater than 0.5.
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CHAPTER 5 - DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
5.1 Discussion of Significant Findings
This section presents the discussion on the significant findings of this research study.
Interviewees were done with 10 advertising professionals with seven or more years of
experience. This is justified that the targeted advertisements and ad blocker usage field are broad
and complex; therefore, it requires people with significant knowledge and experience. Table 28.1
lists the information of the 10 advertising professionals’ interviewees. The workplace of the
advertising professionals was kept confidential based on their request.

Table 28.1 - Advertising Professionals Interviewees List
Interviewee #

Interviewee Name

Title/Position

Interviewee 1

Passant Halawa

Digital Advertiser & Media Buyer

Interviewee 2

Abdullah Kotb

Digital Advertising Supervisor

Interviewee 3

Cherine Michel

Digital Marketing Head

Interviewee 4

Omar Rohayem

Marketing Insights Assistant Manager

Interviewee 5

Ali Shabaan

CEO and Cofounder of Icon Creations Agency

Interviewee 6

Matt Bailey

Digital Marketing Trainer & Educator

Interviewee 7

Mohamed Amer

Chief Digital Marketing | Start-ups Growth Advisor

Interviewee 8

Mostafa Daoud

Growth Marketer

Interviewee 9

Mohamed Zakzouk

Head of Marketing

Interviewee 10

Mohamed Jaffer

Digital Marketing Strategist & Consultant
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Moreover, three professionals were interviewed to understand the perspectives of the ad
blocker companies on the usage of ad blockers. Table 28.2 lists the three professionals from ad
blocker companies, their job positions, and workplaces.

Table 28.2 - Professionals from Ad Blocker Companies Interviewees List
Interviewee #

Interviewee Name

Title/Position

Company

Interviewee 1

Alex T.

Head of Support

1Blocker

Interviewee 2

Serhii Liash

Project Manager

Hankuper (AdLock Project)

Interviewee 3

Philipp Claßen

Director of Data Engineering

Ghostery

5.1.1 The Significance of the Relation Between Perceived Benefits and Attitude Towards
Personalized Ads
As mentioned previously in the findings, perceived benefits of personalized
advertisements tend to be related to the development of attitudes towards personalized
advertising. This corresponds with the literature review that as users perceive advertisements as
relevant and valuable (Orfanidou, Karppinen, and Idberg, 2021), they tend to develop a more
favorable attitude towards personalized advertising (Kim and Huh, 2017; Strycharz et al., 2019).
Mohamed Jaffer, Digital Marketing Strategist and Consultant, agreed with the previously
mentioned by stating that "personalized advertisements offers users the privilege of enjoying
advertisements that are interesting and relevant to the mindset and interests of the users." This
could further be explained that as users are more technology-dependent, the perceived benefits of
personalized advertisements provide users with rapid, up-to-date, and personalized information
relevant to their needs and interests (Aiolfi, Bellini, and Pellegrini, 2021; Kumar et al., 2021).
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Passant Halawa, Digital Advertiser and Media Buyer, noted that personalization benefits users
by giving them a sum of options targeted to their needs once users search using specific
keywords. Mohamed Amer, Chief Digital Marketing | Start-ups Growth Advisor, further
elaborated that personalized advertisement "saves users time, effort and money as now they will
be reached by many ads of companies that provide the products or services they may need. This
allows them to compare different options and make a better purchase decision".
On the other hand, Matt Bailey, Digital Marketing Trainer & Educator, explained that as
users perceive the benefits of personalized advertisements, this helps create better targeting from
the advertiser's side as well. Mohamed Zakzouk, Head of Marketing, also noted that advertisers
might benefit from the targeting to understand better whether their targeted audience is, in fact,
interested in the content targeted to them or not. Accordingly, advertisers can create a better
targeting strategy instead of bombarding users with the "thought" that these advertisements are
attractive to them.

5.1.2 The Significance of the Relation Between Perceived Threats and Attitude Towards
Personalized Ads
The findings have indicated a significance of the relationship between perceived threats
and attitudes towards personalized advertising. In line with the literature review, privacy
concerns seemed to be the most important factor of the perceived benefits list of personalized
advertising. In their interviews, Jaffer and Amer noted that the collection of private data is
intrusive, especially that it is done automatically without one's consent. Moreover, Alex T., Head
of Support at 1Blocker, stated that "The problem is that personalized advertising goes hand in
hand with tracking, which leads to the invasion of the right to privacy. Nobody wants to be
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tracked." Ali Shabaan, Cofounder and CEO of Icon Creations, stated that "while personalized is
effective for brands and companies, it might pose a threat to the user if used incorrectly." Halawa
further elaborated that while users' data are being collected, it remains unknown to whom our
data is given and in what it is being used. Bailey also noted that some sensitive information is
confidential and users' do not prefer sharing. This is even supported by Cai et al., (2020), as they
stated that users' might feel uncomfortable being tracked and knowing that their personal
information is not secure because that kind of information is being automatically collected based
on the browsing or search history. However, Zakzouk argues with the previously mentioned. He
elaborates that data is not being collected on an individual basis. Zakzouk explains that the
collection of data is done on a general level to help create a look-alike person relevant to the
target audience they have in mind, but not in terms of names, age, gender, and location of each
person per se. He noted that this misconception could be due to users' illiteracy in the concept of
online personalized advertising. On the other hand, Jaffer and Omar Rohayem, Marketing
Insights Assistant Manager, agreed that advertisements do not limit users' freedom in selecting
which advertisements to watch. Jaffer elaborated that personalized advertisements might show
relevant advertisements according to users' characteristics, but users can still opt for different
advertisements. On the contrary, Brinson and Britt (2021) stated that users might have feelings of
reactance threatening their "virtual spaces" due to personalized advertisements.
Moreover, Cherine Michel, Digital Marketing Head, and Bailey agreed that another
critical perceived threat of personalized advertising is malvertising. They both elaborated that
users' might perceive some advertisements as fraud and deceptive in terms of the service and
products. Michel further explained that personalized advertisements could be a tool to hook users
and deceive them. Moreover, Mostafa Daoud, Growth Marketer, pointed out that user experience
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and ad clutter are significant in perceived threats. According to Karageorgos and Zhang (2018),
users' frustration levels increase as they are bombarded with intrusive, distracting, and irritating
advertisements. Daoud said, "users want to enjoy a smooth browsing experience or enjoy
streaming movies without being bombarded with thousands of advertisements." Agreeing with
Daems, De Pelsmacker, and Moons (2018), Daoud also indicated that unethical tracking of
children is a huge concern. He explained that some countries take this concept seriously by
applying laws, such as the Children's Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) in the USA. On
the other hand, Halawa responds that big companies such as Facebook ban targeting those below
18 years old if interests are part of the user-targeted approach, and Google has a particular set of
criteria that bans advertisements violating them. Lastly, Rohayem noted that wrong targeting and
irrelevant advertisements could be a threat. His statement could be explained that even after
private data is collected and advertisements are seen as goal-impediment, personalized
advertisements are not being targeted correctly, resulting in increased frustration.

5.1.3 The Significance of the Relationship Between Attitude Towards Personalized Ads and Ad
Avoidance Tendency and Ad Blocker Usage
The findings have shown significance between attitudes towards personalized
advertisements and ad avoidance. As negative attitudes toward personalized advertisements are
developed, users are starting to find different approaches to avoid online advertisements (Brinson
and Britt, 2021). Ad avoidance could result from fear of privacy concerns, goal-impediment,
malvertising, irrelevancy, or even unethical issues, as mentioned above. All advertising
professionals agreed that the perceived threats lead to people avoiding them, whether scrolling
past them, closing the pages immediately, or installing tools to block them. As quoted by Bailey,
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"when people build a negative mindset and attitude towards advertising, they in parallel,
subconsciously develop the mindset of mistrusting it and the habit of tendency to avoid it."
Daoud elaborated that trusting an advertiser or brand does not limit the frustration of
personalized advertisements disrupting the user experience. He further noted that the concept of
being bombarded with several advertisements itself results in negative attitudes towards
advertisements and eventually avoiding or blocking them. Based on the previously mentioned,
Douad and other advertising professionals elaborated that they have ad blocker tools installed on
their devices as users at the end of the day. Serhii Liash, Project Manager at Hankuper,
elaborated that "a month of using an ad blocker shows that after disabling/removing it, the user,
as a rule, can no longer live without it. Because he begins to experience that negative experience
that prompted him to install an ad blocker." As a result, Shabaan noted that "ad fatigue can cause
users to stop engaging with ads, causing the click through rate to drop & ROI to decrease,
making an advertising campaign less effective." Rohayem elaborated that while users' might
avoid advertisements, "it is an emotional reaction that might not lead to the usage of ad
blockers." However, the other interviewees agree that ad avoidance with a high possibility leads
to ad blocker usage. Even when looking from the professionals from ad blocker companies' point
of view, Liash said, "the appearance of ad blockers was a consequence of users' desire to get rid
of annoying content. The only thing that can stop a user from becoming "ad-free junky" is the
price, which s/he has to pay for the ad blocker." Moreover, T. added that "besides improving
privacy and security, content blockers help enhance the efficiency of users' online activity and
browsing, they make websites look better and more user- friendly." Zakzouk argues that soon, ad
blockers will no longer be effective due to the new updates, such as IOS 14 asking users for
consent whether to track and collect their data or not. However, Liash responds that "the Apple
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policy of allow/ disallow tracking doesn't affect us at all. Moreover, Adlock provides you with
the protection from different trackers on different web-sites too."
Philipp Claßen, Director of Data Engineering at Ghostery, explained that ad blockers
detect ads through "sets of curated block lists with thousands of entries to match elements and
requests on sites against entries from these lists." Moreover, Liash elaborated that "we (ad
blocker companies) write our own rules and combine them into custom lists based on the
geography of users, the area and specifics of websites, etc. In addition, there is the so-called
Blacklist, which contains domain names related to advertising (like Google ads, for example)."
However, Claßen further illustrated that excessive use of ad blockers might break scripts on web
pages. This will corrupt some of its critical components, impair its functionality, and provide
users with a poor browsing experience. They may notice some missing chunks or an error
message on the screen.

5.1.4 The Significance of the Moderating Variables on the Relationship Between Attitude
Towards Personalized Ads and Ad Avoidance Tendency and Ad Blocker Usage
5.1.4.1 Demographics
Gender was statistically significant as a moderating variable to impact the relationship
between attitudes toward personalized advertising, ad avoidance tendency, and ad blocker usage.
In agreement with the literature, Shabaan said that "men are more likely than women to use ad
blockers across all age groups." While age and the level of education were found to have no
significance, interviewees had a different saying. Shabaan further noted that ad blockers are also
most commonly used between the ages of 16 to 25, with different countries having different
percentages of ad blocker usage. Moreover, Michael, Bailey, Daoud, and Zakzouk agreed that the
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higher the level of education and the younger the audience, they tend to have higher digital and
ad literacy and awareness of advertisements, ad blocker tools, and the balance between their risks
and benefits.

5.1.4.2 Ad Type
While the ad type was statistically insignificant in the findings, the literature review
mentioned that ad type and placement affect the attitudes developed towards online
advertisements and the avoidance tendency (Tebyanian, 2019). Tebyanian (2019) further
explained that pop-ups and auto-play videos with sounds tend to increase ad clutter and cause
distractions to users. Shabaan says, "intrusive ads, such as pop-up ads and auto-play video ads,
cause the most frustration and ad fatigue, whereas non intrusive ads do not." Bailey elaborated
that "The more intrusive or overwhelming the ads, the more they will be avoided." Halawa also
stated that "on a personal level, website advertisements are more skeptical than on well-branded
platforms such as Facebook. However, some placements on Facebook might also be annoying,
while others can be scrolled past and doesn't cause as much irritation."

5.1.4.3 Device Type
In line with the literature review, the findings found that the device type impacts the
relationship between the attitude towards personalized advertisements and ad blockers usage.
While the majority of the advertising professionals agreed that ad blockers are mainly used on
desktop or laptop computers due to their ease of installation, Shabaan and Amer predict that ad
blockers will rise on mobile devices in the coming period. Bailey further stated that ad blockers
are mainly used on desktops, laptops, Apple devices, and chrome browsers. Claßen, Liash, and T.
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agreed that ad blockers work on different devices. T. further stated that "content blockers are
available at different system levels, for instance, there are apps and extensions for different
browsers, system-wide, and network filters. I'd say that most platforms are covered with few
exceptions (Apple TV/Apple Watch)."

5.2 Managerial Implications
The following section discusses the managerial implications for online advertisers. Ad
blockers impact online advertising by decreasing monetization and impressions. On the other
hand, websites using anti-block technologies will recover the monetization and impressions from
ad blocker users. However, Liash argued that ad blockers are consistently developing, and
approaches to bypass ad blockers eventually fail. Even if some websites support advertisements
because of fear of losing revenues and tend to ignore anti-adblocker filters, this will result in
unfavorable attitudes towards online advertising.
Therefore, it is advisable that advertisers and agencies not focus on reach and impressions
but seek different revenue approaches through less controversial approaches. Advertisers should
consider privacy concerns, ad clutter and goal impediment, unethical issues, and other perceived
threats. Bailey explained that "I believe ad blockers are a warning to an industry that has allowed
itself to get out of control and abuse the online public. The public goes to extraordinary lengths
to avoid advertising." Moreover, T. suggested that "companies have to invest more money in
marketing and look for alternative, perhaps less intrusive, ways of reaching potential customers,
which is a good thing, in the end." Daoud and Jaffer explained that advertisers need to focus on
the content itself to encourage users to seek good-quality advertisements, turning users into loyal
audiences and might result in them deactivating ad blockers. T. also supported the previously
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mentioned by stating that "the industry should strive to be beneficial to the end-user in the first
place. The main goal is to let users decide what content they are willing to see and what kind of
information they are ready to share with third-party companies." Shaban further elaborated that
while this seems to happen soon, "users will stop using ad blockers because they will want to see
content that is relevant to them. In time, people might shift to ad filtering systems rather than ad
blockers, so they can see high quality, useful content that is relevant to them."

5.3 Conclusion
With a significant shift to online platforms, especially in recent years, an explosion of
online personalized advertisements has been appearing on every corner online. Therefore, this
study sought to examine the relationship between users' motivations to avoid personalized
advertisements and using ad blocker tools on their devices. The primary reasons that encouraged
users to enable ad blockers were: privacy concerns and unethical issues, perceived goal
impediments, perceived reactance, and ad fraud and malvertising. On the one hand, users
perceive personalization as a positive dimension of online advertisements. Based on both the
literature review and the findings, users are keen to enjoy relevant, helpful, and credible
advertisements. On the other hand, advertisements acceptance level decreases once encountered
perceived threats. Based on the previously mentioned, users have become intolerant of online
advertisements and are more encouraged to adopt ad blocker tools to protect and enhance their
online browsing experience. However, Shabaan argues that "the use of ad blockers can be a risk
to both the company and the user, as they stop users from seeing content that is relevant and
interesting to them, and also hinders advertisers from being able to reach their target consumer."
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Moreover, advertising professionals noted that they are already aware of the presence of
ad blockers in competition with their work and their impact on the industry. The majority of the
advertising professionals noted that the most significant impact of ad blockers is revenue. While
there has not been any knowledge on ad blockers analysis tools or approaches on how advertisers
can know whether their ads are blocked or not, ad blockers were indicated to decrease the reach
of personalized advertisements to their target audience. Other impacts include a decline in
tracking data, which can impact product offerings as advertisers will no longer have sufficient
consumer insights and will not be able to improve their offerings or market as quickly as they
used to. As Bailey stated in the interview, "unless the ad industry changes, ad blockers will
become even more prevalent as people simply attempt to use the internet for basic needs without
being constantly inundated by AdTech." He further elaborated that "without an understanding of
the process and how it is hijacked by bad actors and fraudulent companies, marketers are blind to
the effects of the massive spending and the ultimate destination of billions of dollars." However,
several advertising professionals have noted that the industry reacts positively to ad blockers.
Shabaan elaborated that "the marketing industry has already begun adapting to ad blocker usage
by finding different means of advertising their products, such as shifting to a subscription model
for example." Moreover, Amer stated that "the advertisers shouldn't focus strategic planning on
one, two or just three campaigns to say everything about the brand, but, advertisers must focus
their strategic planning on building comprehensive marketing funnel that include specific
strategic campaigns directed at reaching the customers and get them to be aware of our brand,
with other campaigns to win his trust. Understanding that people most of the time are not
interested to watch and engage with "Buy Now, I am The Best" ads, otherwise, they may be
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interested in knowing more about a brand story, its history, what people say about it, how the
brand treat its customers, and what makes their experience attractive than other competitors. "

5.4 Limitations
This research study has faced a few limitations and is suggested to be tackled in future
research. First, the study was conducted using a non-random, convenience sampling, and the
survey was distributed online, disabling the reach of people from every country and city. In
addition, the considerable discrepancy between female and male responses serves as another
limitation. Therefore, the results can not be generalized and lack external validity. Secondly, the
time constraint of the research study was a limitation and did not allow surveying a larger
population size or examining different aspects contributing to the ad blockers usage. The
research study was conducted over four months, including coming up with an area of research,
working on secondary data, collecting primary data, analyzing the data, and coming up with the
findings. Additional factors contributing to online users' ad avoidance could be examined to
introduce a more in-depth proposed model that describes their adoption of ad blocker usage.
Finally, the research study studied ad devices as a moderating variable. However, it would have
been interesting to compare the ad blockers usage on different devices if it was not for the
limited time.

5.5 Future Research Recommendations
This research study has tackled research recommendations from the authors of the tested
models. As recommended by Karageorgos and Zhang (2018), this study tackled retesting the
users' motives impacting the usage of ad blockers. The research also tackled the advertising
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industry's reaction to the usage of ad blockers, as previously suggested by Rudneva (2017).
Brinson, Eastin, and Cicchirillo's (2018) recommendation of examining what approaches
advertisers use to access data was also considered. A final recommendation suggested by Miia
and Dong (2019) to examine a larger sample internationally and include broader demographics
of age, gender, and education were tackled in this research study.
According to the current study's findings, it is recommended that future research looks
into ad blocker usage across different devices, platforms, and cultural differences and provides
comparisons within aspects of the previously mentioned. It is recommended that future research
examines ad blocker usage on different platforms, such as Youtube or Tik Tok.
Moreover, the current and previous research has analyzed factors contributing to
advertising avoidance, such as intrusiveness, reactance, malvertising, ad clutter, and perceived
goal impediment. It is recommended to look at different factors contributing to advertising
avoidance.
Another future research recommendation is to study different ad blocker tools and
provide an explicit comparison between them, which websites they "whitelist" and how often
they "whitelist" them, and if there are any other ad blocker tools that provide a more
sophisticated level of filters.
Finally, according to PageFair, ad blockers are used based on social influence. It is
recommended for researchers to look into social influence as a factor contributing to the usage of
ad blockers. It is interesting to also look into hedonic motivation and price values as factors
related to ad blockers usage. It is further recommended to research the usage of paid ad blockers
vs. free tools and examine whether users’ will use ad blockers if they are not free.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Survey and Interview Questions
Survey Questionnaire:
Perceived Benefits
1. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement with each of these statements, where
1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree
○ I notice an increasing amount of advertising online that is relevant to my needs
○ I prefer to see online advertising that is relevant to my interests
○ Online ads do not bother me when they are relevant to my needs
○ I'm more likely to click on an online ad that is customized to what I care about
2. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement with each of these statements, where
1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree
○ I have learned about new products or services through online ads
○ I would share my personal information to receive specific monetary benefits,
including coupons, cash incentives, special offers, early knowledge of sales, etc.
○ I think personalized ads provide useful information
3. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement with each of these statements, where
1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree
○ I believe that online advertisers are interested in the well-being of consumers, not just
their own
○ I feel confident that technological advances make it safe for me to share my data
online with advertisers
○ I trust personalized ads provided by well-known brands
Perceived Threats
4. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement with each of these statements, where
1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree
○ Personalized ads irritate me when an ad appears on an app or browser
○ I see online ads as a factor that negatively affects my online experience
○ I consider it to be a good browsing experience when I am able to access the useful
website content quickly
5. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement with each of these statements, where
1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree
○ I feel uncomfortable when my personal information is shared without my permission
○ I am concerned about collection of my personal information by personalized
advertisers, because of what others might do with it
○ I'm worried that my information can be used in ways that I cannot predict
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6. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement with each of these statements, where
1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree
○ I worry that ads may be infected with viruses, spyware, or malware
○ I think that by blocking ads I can protect myself and my device from malicious
advertisements
7. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement with each of these statements, where
1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree
○ I feel personalized advertising is forced upon me
○ I think personalized ads limit my freedom to watch other ads
8. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement with each of these statements, where
1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agrees
○ I tend to ignore online advertisements that does not reflect my beliefs and values
○ I think personalized ads unethically collect the data of vulnerable audiences (eg.
children)
Attitude Towards Personalized Ads
9. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement with each of these statements, where
1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree
○ The information in the ad makes me feel that I am a unique customer
○ I love seeing personalized advertisements based on my online browsing history
○ Generally, I consider Internet advertising to be a good thing
10. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement with each of these statements, where
1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree
○ It would be better if there were no personalized advertisements
○ I take action to avoid ads on the Internet
Ad Avoidance
11. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement with each of these statements, where
1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree
○ I intentionally ignore ads on the Internet
○ I almost never look at anything that looks like an advertisement online
12. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement with each of these statements, where
1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree
○ I hate ads on the Internet
○ I have no tolerance of personalized ads
13. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement with each of these statements, where
1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree
○ I tried to set an ad blocker (program that blocks the display of advertisements on the
web) to avoid customized advertisements
○ I usually exit the website I'm visiting not to see personalized advertisements
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Ad Blockers Usage
14. Have you ever used ad blockers before?
○ Yes
○ No
15. For how long have you been using ad blockers?
○ Never
○ Less than 3 months
○ 3 months to less than 6 months
○ 6 months to less than 9 months
○ 9 months to less than a year
○ More than a year
16. On which types of websites do you usually use Ad blocking? (Select the top 3 that apply)
○ News
○ Entertainment
○ Sports
○ Games
○ Business
○ Social Networking Sites
○ Blogs
○ None
○ Others
17. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement with each of these statements, where
1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree
○ I use Ad blockers most of the time I spend online
○ I always use Ad blockers when I surf the internet.
○ I use Ad Blockers on 2 devices or more.
Moderating Variables
18. Which type of online Ad is the most annoying?
○ Pop-up Ads
○ Auto-playing Video Ads with Sound Prestitial
○ Ads with Countdown
○ Large Sticky Ads
19. What factors do you find most important when judging ads?
○ Ad size
○ Ad placement
○ Ad content
○ Ad animation
20. On which device type do you use ad blockers? (Select all that apply)
○ Mobile
○ Desktop or Laptop
○ Tablet
○ I never use ad blockers
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21. Please indicate your level of disagreement or agreement with each of these statements.
○ I prefer to see ads in-app on my smartphone rather than a desktop/laptop?
○ I prefer to see ads in-app on my tablet rather than a desktop/laptop?
○ I prefer to see ads in-app on my smartphone rather than a tablet?
22. Gender
○ Male
○ Female
23. Age
○ Less than 20
○ 20 to less than 35
○ 35 to less than 45
○ 45 or older
24. Level of Education
○ Highschool Graduate
○ Undergraduate
○ Bachelor Degree
○ Masters Degree
○ PhD Degree
○ Other

Advertising Professionals Interview Questions:
Questions on Interviewee's Practice:
● What are the marketing channels you use?
● How much does Digital Marketing represent in your campaigns?
● How often do you use targeted advertising?
● What type of user-targeting do you use to target your advertisements?
● How does tracking technology increase the effectiveness of your advertising campaign?

Questions on Proposed Model:
● What are the benefits users perceive concerning targeted advertising?
● What are the risks users perceive concerning targeted advertising?
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● Are the risks the leading cause of developing a negative attitude towards targeted ads?
● How do negative attitudes towards targeted ads affect ad avoidance tendency?
● How does ad avoidance affect the use of ad blockers?
● Based on your understanding, how do ad blockers detect ads?
● Do ad blockers work on all devices?
● Do ad blockers work on all platforms, such as Social Media, Video Streaming, Etc?
● Do ad types impact the relationship between attitude towards targeted ads and ad
avoidance tendency?
● On which device do users block ads more often?
● Do you think the demographics, whether gender, age, or level of education, seem to
encourage the ad avoidance tendency and impact the use of ad blockers?

Questions on the Advertising Industry:
● Do you believe that ad blockers serve as a threat to the advertising industry?
● How have the revenues of targeted advertising campaigns declined since the rise of ad
blockers?
● What are other impacts than revenues that ad blockers caused to targeted advertising?
● What are preventative measures taken at your company to decrease the impact of ad
blockers?
● Are the preventative measures effective so far?
● What do you believe is the future of ad blockers?
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Professionals from Ad Blockers Companies Interview Questions:
Questions on Proposed Model:
● What is your opinion on targeted advertising?
● What are the main causes of users developing negative attitudes towards personalized
ads?
● Are the risks the leading cause of developing a negative attitude towards targeted ads?
● How do negative attitudes towards targeted ads affect ad avoidance tendency?
● How does ad avoidance affect the use of ad blockers?
● Do ad types impact the relationship between attitude towards targeted ads and ad
avoidance tendency?
● On which device do users block ads more often?
● Do you think the demographics, whether gender, age, or level of education, seem to
encourage the ad avoidance tendency and impact the use of ad blockers?

Questions on Interviewee's Practice:
● Which criteria are used by ad blockers to detect ads?
● Do ad blockers work on all platforms and apps?
● Do ad blockers work on all devices or are they differently operated per device?
● What do you think of the continuous growth of ad blockers population?

Questions on the Ad Blockers Industry:
● How do ad blockers impact the advertising industry?
● How do ad blockers impact the industry of ad blockers itself?
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● Who will benefit most from ad blockers?
● Now everyone wants to personalize ads, showing only relevant things. You did not think
to somehow contribute to this trend?
● Are you aware of any third-party companies that offer technology to bypass the ad
blocker? And how do you respond to this?
● Do you think there will be technological solutions to prevent ad blockers from
continuing?
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Appendix B - Approvals:
IRB Approval
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CAPMAS Approval
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